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➤ RHIC is the only collider dedicated to heavy ion 
research and the only polarized proton collider 
for transformative studies of extreme states of 
nuclear matter and the origin of the proton spin.

➤ Highly polarized, ~60%, with proton beams at                  
energy 62.4, 200, 500, 510 GeV.

➤ All ion beams from protons to heavy nuclei 
such as gold, lead, and uranium at 100 GeV 
per nucleon.

➤ Two major detectors, STAR and PHENIX.
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➤ RHIC is very significant for cold QCD 
studies.

➤ Polarized proton-proton collisions with 
various final states: hadrons, jets, di-
lepton pairs, photons etc, give access to 
the internal (spin) structure. 

➤ The initial states have complicated color 
structure, making the interpretation 
nontrivial. 
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Figure 2-3: Relative contributions of different partonic subprocesses contributing to inclusive π0 (left panel) and jet 
production (right panel) as a function of xT. Only minor differences can be seen when going from √s=200 GeV to 500 
GeV. At low xT  gluon-gluon scattering dominates, followed by quark-gluon scattering at higher xT.  At very high xT, 
quark-quark scattering eventually becomes the dominant production channel.  

 
Questions about the nature of the nucleon spin and the transverse momentum and spatial structure of 

partons in the nucleon have also manifested themselves in the Nuclear Physics performance milestones 
from DOE. Table 2-1 lists the current Nuclear Physics performance milestones related to the RHIC p+p 
physics program. In the following sections we will describe how these questions have been and will be ad-
dressed by the RHIC spin physics program in the next years.  

 
Year # Milestone 
2013 HP8 Measure flavor-identified  and  contributions to the spin of the proton 

via the longitudinal-spin asymmetries of W production  
2013 HP12 

(update of  
HP1 met in 
2008) 

Utilize polarized proton collisions at center of mass energies of 200 and 500 GeV, in 
combination with global QCD analyses, to determine if gluons have appreciable po-
larization over any range of momentum fraction between 1 and 30% of the momen-
tum of a polarized proton. 

2015 HP13 
(new) 

Test unique QCD predictions for relations between single-transverse spin phenomena 
in p-p scattering and those observed in deep –inelastic lepton scattering 

 
Table 2-1: Current nuclear physics performance milestones related to the RHIC p+p physics program. 
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The interpretation of RHIC data is the triumph of perturbative QCD.
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Figure 4: Unpolarized and polarized !0 production cross sections in NLO (solid) and LO (dashed)
at

!
S = 200 GeV. The lower panel shows the ratios of the NLO and LO results in each case.

going from LO to NLO is, therefore, a better measure of the impact of the NLO corrections, and,

perhaps, provides also a rough estimate of the relevance of even higher order QCD corrections.

Figure 5 shows the scale dependence of the spin-dependent cross section at LO and NLO. In

each case the shaded bands indicate the uncertainties from varying the unphysical scales in the

range pT/2 " µR = µF = µ!

F " 2pT . The solid lines are for the choice where all scales are set

to pT . One can see that the scale dependence indeed becomes much smaller at NLO.

Finally, we consider the spin asymmetry which is the main quantity of interest here. Figure 6

shows A!0

LL, calculated at NLO (solid lines) for the “standard” set of GRSV parton distributions,

and for the one with “maximal” gluon polarization [3]. We have again chosen all scales to be

pT . For comparison, we also show the LO result for the GRSV “standard” set (dashed line).

As expected from the larger K factor for the unpolarized cross section shown in Fig. 4, the

16

Prediction: Jager, Schaefer, Stratmann, Vogelsang, 
Phys.Rev.D 67 (2003) 054005
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pp ! ⇡0X

Werner Vogelsang

!!!(N)
!

!

!

min
= !

"

BN
#2

/AN + CN . (7)

It is then straightforward to perform a numerical Mellin inversion of this minimal cross
section. The minimal asymmetry resulting from this exercise is negative indeed, but very
small: in the range p! " 1 ÷ 4 GeV its absolute value does not exceed 10"3. The !g in
Eq. (6) that minimizes the asymmetry has a node and is small, except at large x [18].
Even though some approximations have been made in deriving the bound in Eq. (7),

it does exhibit the basic difficulty with a sizable negative A!
LL at moderate p!: the fact

that the cross section is a quadratic form in !g effectively means that it is bounded from
below. Effects like NLO corrections, choice of scales, and realistic range of rapidity may
be thoroughly addressed in a “global” NLO analysis of the data, taking into account the
results from polarized DIS as well. Such an analysis has been performed in [18], and it
confirms the findings of the simple example above.
What should one conclude if future, more precise, data will indeed confirm a sizable

negative A!
LL? Corrections to Eq. (2) as such are down by inverse powers of 1/p!. Since

p! is not too large, such power-suppressed contributions might well be significant. On
the other hand, comparisons of unpolarized "0 spectra measured at RHIC with NLO QCD
calculations do not exhibit any compelling trace of non-leading power effects even down
to fairly low p! >" 1 GeV, within the uncertainties of the calculation. This is shown in
Fig. 4. Clearly, such results provide confidence that the theoretical hard scattering frame-
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Figure 4. PHENIX data [19] for the unpolarized pp ! !0X cross section at RHIC,
compared to NLO calculations [13]. The plot has been taken from [19].
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Data: S.S. Adler et al., PHENIX Collab., 
Phys. Rev. Lett. 91 (2003) 241803  

Agreement with pQCD over 8 orders of magnitude!
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Prediction: Jager, Stratmann, Vogelsang, 
Phys.Rev.D 70 (2004) 034010

Data: B.I. Abelev et al., STAR Collab., 
Phys.Rev.Lett. 97 (2006) 252001  

Agreement with pQCD over 8 orders of magnitude!
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FIG. 1: Jet profile !("r, rcone, pT) versus inner cone size "r
at rcone = 0.4 for MB (open squares) and HT (filled circles)
data compared with STAR Monte Carlo simulation in two jet
pT bins (a) 5.0 < pT < 6.2 and (b) 14.1 < pT < 17.3 GeV/c.
In (b) the MB jet yield was too small to measure.

6.205 [14] ‘CDF TuneA’ settings [15]) Monte Carlo simu-
lations passed through geant-based [16] STAR detector
simulation. The simulations are used in determining the
cross section and to assess e!ects of the trigger bias on
ALL. In the cross section analysis of HT data an ET

threshold of 3.5 GeV was imposed on the BEMC trigger
tower to ensure a uniform trigger e"ciency.

The di!erential inclusive cross sections were deter-
mined separately for the MB and HT data according to

1

2!

d2"

d#dpT
=

1

2!

Njets

###pT

1!
Ldt

1

c(pT)
, (2)

where Njets denotes the number of jets observed within a
pseudorapidity interval ## and a transverse momentum
interval #pT at a mean jet pT. The correction factors
c(pT) were determined from simulation, and are defined
as the ratio of the number of jets reconstructed within
a given pT interval in the simulated data to those gen-
erated in the pythia final-state particle record. They
change monotonically for HT events from 0.02 at pT =
8.3 GeV/c to 0.79 at pT = 43 GeV/c, whereas they are a
constant 0.69 for MB events with pT < 12.6 GeV/c. Con-
sistent values were obtained with the herwig [17] gener-
ator. Typically 35%-40% of the jets generated in a given
pT interval were reconstructed in the same interval. Re-
constructed pT was found to be on average !20% larger
than generated pT in each reconstructed pT interval, and
the di!erence is taken into account via c(pT).

The MB di!erential cross sections extracted from 1.4"
103 jets collected in 2003 and 1.1 " 103 in 2004 are in
good agreement ($2/ndf = 0.8). A 20% systematic o!-
set for all pT was found between the HT di!erential cross
sections extracted from 43 " 103 and 42 " 103 jets col-
lected in 2003 and 2004. We ascribe this di!erence to
5% uncertainty (included in the systematic errors below)
in the year-to-year absolute scale of the BEMC calibra-
tion, which was changed by a factor of ! 2 between the
two years, and to uncertainty in the modeling of tem-
porary BEMC hardware malfunctions. The calibration
used 20"106 d+Au collision events in 2003 and 50"106

Au+Au events in 2004. The absolute energy scale was
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FIG. 2: (a) Inclusive di#erential cross section for p+p ! jet+
X at

"
s = 200 GeV versus jet pT for a jet cone radius of 0.4.

The symbols show MB (open squares) and HT (filled circles)
data from the years 2003 and 2004 combined. The horizontal
bars indicate the ranges of the pT intervals. The curve shows a
NLO calculation[6]. (b) Comparison of theory and data. The
band indicates the experimental systematic uncertainty. The
upper (lower) dashed line indicates the relative change of the
NLO calculation when it is evaluated at µ = pT/2 (µ = 2pT).

set by matching BEMC energy to TPC track momentum
for well-contained showers from 1.5 < p < 8 GeV/c elec-
trons identified in the TPC. Uncertainties arise in the
electron selection, from residual hadronic contamination,
and from the limited d+Au statistics.

Figure 2(a) shows the arithmetic average of the 2003
and 2004 MB and HT cross sections versus jet pT. The
MB and HT data are in good agreement for overlap-
ping jet pT ($2/ndf = 1.0), despite the very di!erent
c(pT). The curve shows the NLO pQCD cross section
of Ref. [6] evaluated at equal factorization and renormal-
ization scales, µ # µF = µR = pT, using the CTEQ6M
parton distributions [18]. Figure 2(b) compares data and
theory, showing satisfactory agreement over 7 orders of
magnitude. The theoretical cross section changes by less
than 23% if µ is varied by a factor of two and increases by
1% (13%) at pT of 10 (40)GeV/c if the CTEQ6.1M dis-
tributions are used. The experimental systematic uncer-
tainty amounts to 8% in the normalization with the BBC
and 48% in the measured yield, consisting of 5% due to
residual beam background, 13% on c(pT), and 46% from
a 9% uncertainty on the jet energy scale. The BEMC cal-
ibration and undetected neutral particles dominate in the
latter. No corrections were made for the nonperturbative
redistribution of energy into and out of the jet by the
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Figure 4: Unpolarized and polarized inclusive jet production cross sections in NLO (solid) and LO
(dashed lines) at (a)

!
S = 200GeV and (b)

!
S = 500GeV for cone sizes R = 0.4 and R = 0.7,

respectively. In each case the lower panel shows the ratios of the NLO and LO results.

practical in view of the limited angular acceptance of the detector.

Fig. 3 demonstrates that our results based on the SCA are su!ciently accurate to be used

in analyses of forthcoming data on jet cross sections and spin asymmetries from RHIC. We

emphasize that numerically stable results for the full pjetT spectrum can be obtained with our

computer code very fast and e!ciently, in a matter of minutes. This makes our code an ideal

ingredient for future “global” analyses of RHIC jet data in terms of polarized parton densities.

This is a clear advantage over a Monte-Carlo code with its huge numerical complexity, which

yields results with rather large numerical fluctuations (still visible in the histograms shown

in Fig. 3) even after hours of running. This is even more true for the polarized cross section

due to large cancelations between the two helicity configurations in Eq. (2). That said, our

present calculation can only be used to describe single-inclusive jet cross sections, whereas the

Monte-Carlo code is much more flexible concerning the observables that can be predicted.

Heartened by the good agreement between our code and the full Monte-Carlo calculation,

we will now present a few predictions for RHIC. We will be very brief here because many

phenomenological results for jet production have already been presented in [9]. We focus on

the most interesting questions: the importance of the NLO corrections, the residual dependence

on the unphysical scales µF and µR in Eq. (3) at NLO, and the sensitivity of the double spin

15



➤ High luminosity: (~1033 - 1034 cm−2 s−1) (~1000 times 
that of HERA)

➤ Variable CM energy: 20 — 100 GeV upgradable to 140 
GeV

➤ Highly polarized ~70% electron and ~70% nucleon 
beams

➤ Ion beams from deuterons to heavy nuclei such as 
gold, lead, or uranium

➤ Possibility of more than one interaction region (none of 
the major facilities operates with one detector only - 
important for discovery potential)

THE ELECTRON-ION COLLIDER @ BNL

6

White Paper (2012)
Accardi et al, arXiv:1212:1701 



➤ EIC is going to shed light on the origin of the 
spin, the mass of the nucleon. It will explore 
nucleon’s 3D internal structure and, 
potentially, discover gluon saturation in nuclei.

➤ The electron-proton collision process is 
complementary to hadron collision process at 
RHIC. 

➤ Relatively simpler initial states allow for more 
straightforward interpretation of the data.

THE ELECTRON-ION COLLIDER @ BNL

7

White Paper (2012)
Accardi et al, arXiv:1212:1701 
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Chapter 1

Overview: Science, Machine and
Deliverables of the EIC

1.1 Scientific Highlights

1.1.1 Nucleon Spin and its 3D Structure and Tomography

Several decades of experiments on deep inelastic scattering (DIS) of electron or muon beams
o↵ nucleons have taught us about how quarks and gluons (collectively called partons) share
the momentum of a fast-moving nucleon. They have not, however, resolved the question of
how partons share the nucleon’s spin and build up other nucleon intrinsic properties, such
as its mass and magnetic moment. The earlier studies were limited to providing the lon-
gitudinal momentum distribution of quarks and gluons, a one-dimensional view of nucleon
structure. The EIC is designed to yield much greater insight into the nucleon structure
(Fig. 1.1, from left to right), by facilitating multi-dimensional maps of the distributions of
partons in space, momentum (including momentum components transverse to the nucleon
momentum), spin, and flavor.

Figure 1.1: Evolution of our understanding of nucleon spin structure. Left: In the 1980s,
a nucleon’s spin was naively explained by the alignment of the spins of its constituent quarks.
Right: In the current picture, valence quarks, sea quarks and gluons, and their possible orbital
motion are expected to contribute to overall nucleon spin.

1

1980’ - the spin of the nucleon
 is due to the valence quarks

Modern concept: valence quarks, sea quarks, 
and gluons together with orbital angular 
momentum are contributing
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COLLINEAR SPIN STRUCTURE



COLLINEAR SPIN STRUCTURE
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Spin-1/2 nucleon can be described by three collinear parton 
distribution functions (pdf)

q
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SPIN DECOMPOSITION
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R. L. Jaffe and A. Manohar, Nucl. Phys. B337, 509 (1990)

The nucleon is a composite system. The spin is carried by its constituents: quarks, anti-
quarks and gluons and the angular momentum generated by their motion.
The nucleon at rest has spin 1/2, however its decomposition in terms of spin and orbital 
contributions associated with quarks and gluons is not unique.
There are two types of decompositions of the proton spin operator: kinetic (also known 
as mechanical) and canonical. These two types differ by how the OAM operator is split 
into the quark and gluon contributions. They share the same quark spin operator.

Kinetic family is related to Generalized Parton Distributions, while canonical in light 
cone gauge is related to collinear helicity distribution functions

C. Lorcé, B. Pasquini, X. Xiong and F. Yuan, Phys. Rev. D 85, (2012)

E. Leader and C. Lorce, Phys.Rept. 541, 163 (2014)

27

Kinetic family

Ji

Wakamatsu

Canonical family

Ja!e-Manohar

Chen et al.

...

...

Belinfante

FIG. 2. The Wakamatsu classification of proton spin decompositions into two families. See text for more details.

Disadvantages

• Although gauge-invariant, the Wakamatsu decomposition (just like the Chen et al. decomposition) makes the
Coulomb gauge special, which seems to contradict the spirit of gauge invariance;

• The individual contributions Le
Wak and L!Wak, seen as operators, do not satisfy the generic equal-time commu-

tation relations [J i, Jj ] = i!ijkJk defining angular momentum operators in a quantum theory. Only the spin
operators Se

Wak and S!Wak, and the total OAM operator Le
Wak + L!Wak can be considered as quantum angular

momentum operators;

• Contrary to the spin operators Se
Wak and S!Wak, the OAM operators Le

Wak and L!Wak are not generators of
rotations;

• As in the Chen et al. decomposition, the “physical” photon field is a non-local expression in terms of A.

6. A classification of the di!erent decompositions

Apart from the Belinfante decompostion, all the other decompositions presented above share a common piece,
namely the electron spin contribution Se

JM = Se
Ji = Se

Chen = Se
Wak. They then just di!er in the way the rest of the

total angular momentum is shared between the electron OAM and the photon angular momentum.
As summarized by Wakamatsu [39], all these decompositions can be sorted into two families14, see Fig. 2:

• The kinetic family (Wakamatsu’s family I), where the potential angular momentum is attributed to the photon.
The Belinfante, Ji and Wakamatsu decompositions are members of the kinetic family.

• The canonical family (Wakamatsu’s family II), where the potential angular momentum is attributed to the
electron. The Ja!e-Manohar and Chen et al. decompositions are members of the canonical family.

Since the potential angular momentum contribution is likely non-vanishing, decompositions belonging to di!erent
families are expected to be physically inequivalent. While the di!erence is small in non-relativistic systems like the
atom [27, 41, 80], it becomes significant for relativistic systems like the proton [44, 78].
The potential angular momentum is itself a gauge-invariant quantity. Therefore, the splitting of the gauge potential

into pure-gauge and physical terms allows one to decompose the proton spin into five gauge-invariant contributions,
instead of the expected four. Based on this observation, Leader [50] criticized Wakamatsu’s classification arguing
that one could in fact consider an infinite number of families by attributing a fraction " of the potential term to the
electrons and the remaining fraction (1!") to the photons. Note however that only the values " = 0, 1 are natural as
they simply correspond to the kinetic and canonical OAM, respectively. Leader favors the canonical version because
the operators, at least at equal time, generate the expected rotations of the relevant fields, and this seems a reasonable
property to demand for an angular momentum operator.

14 Wakamatsu did not consider the Belinfante decomposition in his classification. We have added it for completeness.

S. Bashinsky and R. L. Jaffe, Nucl. Phys. B 536 (1998)
X. Ji, Phys. Rev. Lett. 78 (1997)
X. -S. Chen, X. -F. Lu, W. -M. Sun, F. Wang and T. Goldman,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 100 (2008)
M. Wakamatsu, Phys. Rev. D 83 (2011)
Y. Hatta, Phys. Rev. D 84 (2011)

L. Adhikari and M. Burkard, Phys.Rev.D 94 (2016)

C. Lorcé and B. Pasquini, JHEP 09 (2013)    
C. Lorcé and B. Pasquini, Phys. Rev. D 84, (2011)   



LONGITUDINAL SPIN
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When the proton or the neutron are polarized, quarks and gluons are polarized as well. 
Helicity distribution functions: number of quarks/gluons with spin parallel to the nucleon 
momentum minus the number of quarks/gluons with the spin opposite to the nucleon 
momentum

The relevant spin decomposition is by Jaffe and Manohar
R. L. Jaffe and A. Manohar, Nucl. Phys. B337, 509 (1990)
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�f(x,Q2) = g1(x,Q
2) ⌘ f+(x,Q2)� f�(x,Q2)

Quark spin contribution

Gluon spin contribution

quark and gluon orbital angular momenta (OAM) 
via twist-3 GPDs, Wigner functions

Difficult to measure in experiment:

Related to measured observables:

D.V. Kiptily, M.V. Polyakov, Eur. Phys. J. C 37 (2004
A. Courtoy, G. R. Goldstein, J. O. Gonzalez Hernandez, S. Liuti, A. Rajan, PLB 731 (2014) 
Y. Hatta, Phys. Lett. B 708 (2012);
Y. Hatta, S. Yoshida, J. High Energy Phys. 1210 (2012
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Global QCD analyses are performed to extract helicity pdfs:

At present around of the spin is attributed to quarks and anti-quarks. 
The evidence for non-zero gluon contribution, around , is mainly due to RHIC 
spin program

25 %
30 %
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NNPDFpol: E. R. Nocera, R. D. Ball, S. Forte, G. Ridolfi, J. Rojo, Nucl. Phys. B 887 (2014)
JAM: J. J. Ethier, N. Sato, W. Melnitchouk, Phys. Rev. Lett. 119 (13) (2017)

J. Adam et al, STAR Collab., Phys.Rev.D 99 (2019) 5, 051102

E. R. Nocera, Impact of Recent RHIC Data on Helicity-Dependent Parton Distribution Functions (2017). arXiv:1702.05077. 4
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FIG. 2. The double-spin asymmetry with same-sign (top) and
opposite-sign (bottom) rapidity topologies for di-jet produc-
tion in double-polarized proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 200

GeV, as a function of the invariant mass of the di-jet pair,
M2jets. The experimental data is from STAR measurements
taken during the 2009 run [20]. Statistical and systematic
(shaded boxes) data uncertainties are displayed. Theoretical
predictions and uncertainties bands are shown as in Fig. 1.

tral pion production double-spin asymmetries, while they
do not for W -boson production single-spin asymmetries.
This is not unexpected. On the one hand, the NNPDF-
pol1.1 set already included jet production data, of which
di-jet production data are a subsample. They allowed
for a rather accurate determination of the gluon PDF in
the same kinematic region where it is sensitive to di-jet
and neutral pion production data. On the other hand,
the NNPDFpol1.1 set included the STAR 2010-2011 W -
boson production data, which had significantly larger un-
certainties than the new STAR 2013 data. For di-jet
and neutral pion production asymmetries, the size of the
uncertainties on theoretical predictions is comparable to
(or smaller than) the size of the statistical uncertainties
on the data. Conversely, for W -boson production asym-
metries, theoretical uncertainties are always larger than
data uncertainties. One should then expect the largest
impact on the underlying PDFs from the last set of data.

In order to assess the impact of the new RHIC data
on the polarized PDFs, I include them in the NNPDF-
pol1.1 parton set by means of Bayesian reweighting [31].
This methodology consists in updating the representa-
tion of the probability distribution in the space of PDFs
- provided by a prior Monte Carlo ensemble of equally
probable PDFs - by means of Bayes’ theorem. Specifi-
cally, each replica in the prior set is assigned a weight
which assesses the probability that this replica agrees
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FIG. 3. The double-spin asymmetry for neutral pion produc-
tion in double-polarized proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 200

GeV from PHENIX measurements taken during the 2005-
2006-2009 runs (top) and at

p
s = 510 GeV from PHENIX

measurements taken during the 2012-2013 runs (bottom). Re-
sults are displayed as a function of the neutral pion transverse

momentum p⇡
0

T . Displayed data uncertainties are statisti-
cal only. Theoretical predictions and uncertainties bands are
shown as in Fig. 1. The NNFF1.0 set of FFs [17] is used.

TABLE II. The values of the �2 per data point, �2/Ndat

(�2
rw/Ndat), before (after) reweighting, the e↵ective number

of replicas, Ne↵ , and the modal value of the P(↵) distribu-
tion, h↵i, for each data set with which the NNPDFpol1.1
PDFs are reweighted. The number of data points for each
data set, Ndat, is displayed for reference.

Data set Ndat �2/Ndat �2
rw/Ndat Ne↵ h↵i

STAR13-W� 4 2.44 0.69 38 1.35
STAR13-W+ 4 3.08 1.30 29 1.55

STAR09-2j-ss 7 1.41 1.18 89 1.10

STAR09-2j-os 7 1.26 0.83 92 1.05

PHENIX09-⇡0 12 0.69 0.60 84 0.75

PHENIX13-⇡0 14 0.61 0.58 92 0.80

with the new data. The weights are computed by evalu-
ating the �2 of the new data to the prediction obtained
using a given replica. After reweighting, replicas with
small weights become almost irrelevant in ensemble av-
erages, and the number of e↵ective replicas in the Monte
Carlo ensemble (see Eq. (10) in Ref. [31]) is smaller than
the starting one. The consistency of the data used for
reweighting with that included in the prior set can be
assessed by examining the �2 profile of the new data,

7

h⌘ei
AL ± �stat ± �syst ALL ± �stat ± �syst

2013 2011–2013 2013 2011–2013

W+

-1.24 -0.493 ± 0.181 ± 0.022 -0.312 ± 0.145 ± 0.017
-0.72 -0.255 ± 0.035 ± 0.016 -0.251 ± 0.030 ± 0.014 – –
-0.25 -0.327 ± 0.027 ± 0.014 -0.331 ± 0.023 ± 0.014
0.25 -0.406 ± 0.027 ± 0.016 -0.412 ± 0.023 ± 0.016 0.039 ± 0.049 ± 0.014 0.016 ± 0.042 ± 0.011
0.72 -0.557 ± 0.034 ± 0.024 -0.534 ± 0.029 ± 0.022 0.049 ± 0.063 ± 0.014 0.072 ± 0.054 ± 0.011
1.24 -0.365 ± 0.183 ± 0.023 -0.482 ± 0.140 ± 0.022 -0.052 ± 0.331 ± 0.044 0.000 ± 0.262 ± 0.028

W�

-1.27 0.269 ± 0.185 ± 0.010 0.241 ± 0.146 ± 0.010
-0.74 0.264 ± 0.060 ± 0.010 0.260 ± 0.051 ± 0.010 – –
-0.27 0.282 ± 0.066 ± 0.010 0.281 ± 0.056 ± 0.011
0.27 0.254 ± 0.066 ± 0.010 0.239 ± 0.056 ± 0.010 0.067± 0.120 ± 0.025 -0.012 ± 0.101 ± 0.019
0.74 0.383 ± 0.059 ± 0.015 0.385 ± 0.051 ± 0.014 -0.096± 0.107 ± 0.026 -0.028 ± 0.092 ± 0.020
1.27 0.218 ± 0.185 ± 0.009 0.205 ± 0.148 ± 0.009 -0.133± 0.331 ± 0.061 -0.147 ± 0.260 ± 0.038

TABLE I. Longitudinal single- and double-spin asymmetries, AL and ALL, for W
± production obtained from the STAR 2013

data sample, as well as the combination of 2013 with 2011+2012 results. The longitudinal single-spin asymmetry is measured
for six decay positron or electron pseudorapidity intervals. The longitudinal double-spin asymmetry was determined in the
same intervals and the results for the same absolute pseudorapidity value were combined. The systematic uncertainties include
all contributions and thus also include the point-by-point correlated uncertainties from the relative luminosity and beam
polarization measurements that are broken out separately in Figs. 4 and 5.
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FIG. 5. Longitudinal single-spin asymmetries, AL, for W±

production as a function of the positron or electron pseudora-
pidity, ⌘e, for the combined STAR 2011+2012 and 2013 data
samples for 25 < Ee

T < 50GeV (points) in comparison to
theory expectations (curves and bands) described in the text.

In addition, AL was determined for Z/�⇤ production
from a sample of 274 electron–positron pairs with 70
< me+e� < 110GeV/c2. The e+ and e� were each
required to be isolated, have |⌘e| < 1.1, and Ee

T >

 x  
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FIG. 6. The di↵erence of the light sea-quark polarizations as
a function of x at a scale of Q2 = 10 (GeV/c)2. The green
band shows the NNPDFpol1.1 results [1] and the blue hatched
band shows the corresponding distribution after the STAR
2013 W± data are included by reweighting.

14GeV. The result, AZ/�⇤

L = �0.04 ± 0.07, is consistent
with that in Ref. [4] but with half the statistical uncer-
tainty. The systematic uncertainty is negligible compared
to the statistical uncertainty. This result is also consis-

tent with theoretical expectations, AZ/�⇤

L = �0.08 from

DSSV14 [2] and AZ/�⇤

L = �0.04 from NNPDFpol1.1 [1].

In summary, we report new STAR measurements of
longitudinal single-spin and double-spin asymmetries for
W± and single-spin asymmetry for Z/�⇤ bosons pro-
duced in polarized proton–proton collisions at

p
s =

510GeV. The production of weak bosons in these col-
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P(↵), where ↵ is the factor by which the uncertainty on
the new data must be rescaled in order for both the prior
and the reweighted sets to be consistent with each other
(see Eq. (12) in Ref. [31]). If the modal value of ↵ is close
to unity, the new data is consistent with the old, and its
uncertainties have been correctly estimated.

I perform a simultaneous reweighting of the NNPDF-
pol1.1 parton set with all the data sets listed in Tab. I. In
Tab. II, I show the values of the �2 per data point after
reweighting, �2

rw/Ndat, the number of e↵ective replicas,
Ne↵ , and the modal value of the P(↵) distribution, h↵i.
The corresponding asymmetries, after reweighting with
the new data, are displayed in Figs. 1-2-3, on top of their
counterparts before reweighting.

The value of the �2 per data point always decreases
after reweighting. The improvement is marked for the
W -boson production data, moderate for the di-jet pro-
duction data and only slight for the neutral pion pro-
duction data. This is expected, since the first data set
has the smallest uncertainties, among all, in compari-
son to the PDF uncertainties on the theoretical predic-
tions. This suggests that this data is bringing in a sig-
nificant amount of new information. After reweighting,
the �2 per data point is of order one for all the new data
sets. However, in the case of W -boson and neutral pion
production asymmetries, these numbers should be taken
with care, because a complete information on correlated
systematics is not available. This is the reason why the
reweighted �2 is smaller than one for these sets, except
for the W+ production data. In this case, the value of
the �2 is raised by a sizable contribution coming from the
point with the largest positron rapidity, which disagrees
by about two sigma with the reweighted theoretical pre-
diction and the previous STAR measurement from run
2010-2011 (see also Fig. 4 in ref [19]).

The number of e↵ective replicas after reweighting de-
pends significantly on the data set. The size of the
reweighted parton set is about 90% of the original
NNPDFpol1.1 parton set (made of Nrep = 100 replicas)
for di-jet and pion production data, while it is only about
30%-40% for W -boson production data. This result re-
flects the di↵erent constraining power of the various data
sets, which is maximized in the last case. In principle,
a prior ensemble with a larger number of replicas should
then be needed for the reweighted ensemble to sample the
probability density in the space of PDFs with as much ac-
curacy. However this is not relevant here, as reweighted
results only serve to assess the impact of the new data,
and are not used to construct a new parton set.

The modal value of the P(↵) distribution is of order
one for all the new data sets. Values of h↵i slightly larger
than one are found for the W -boson production data: in
the case of W�, this is mostly determined by a sizable
fluctuation of one data point (around ⌘e

� ⇠ 0.25) with
respect to the shape of the corresponding asymmetry; in
the case of W+, this is mostly determined by the fourth
data point (around ⌘e

+ ⇠ 0.75), which, as already noted,
disagrees by about two sigma with the reweighted theo-
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FIG. 4. A comparison of polarized PDFs before and after the
simultaneous reweighting of NNPDFpol1.1 with the data sets
listed in Tab. I. From left to right, top to bottom, the singlet,
�⌃, the gluon, �g, and the up and down sea quarks, �ū
and �d̄, are displayed. Parton distributions are evaluated at
µ2 = 10 GeV. Bands represent one-sigma uncertainties; they
are also shown in the lower inset of each panel.

retical prediction. Values of h↵i slightly smaller than one
are found for the neutral pion production data, thus sug-
gesting that experimental uncertainties are likely to be
overestimated, possibly because of the lack of a complete
information on correlations among systematics.
In Fig. 4, I compare the polarized PDFs before and af-

ter the simultaneous reweighting of NNPDFpol1.1 with
the data sets listed in Tab. I. From left to right, top
to bottom, I show the singlet (for nf active flavors),
�⌃ =

Pnf

i=1(�qi +�q̄i), the gluon, �g, and the up and
down sea quarks, �ū and �d̄. Parton distributions are
evaluated at µ2 = 10 GeV2. Bands represent one-sigma
uncertainties, which are also displayed separately in the
lower inset of each panel.
The impact of the wew data on the polarized PDFs of

the proton is twofold. On the one hand, it induces a shift
of the PDF central values, as a consequence of the ad-
justment to the shape of the corresponding asymmetries.
Specifically, the central value of �g increases by about
30% of its original value in the region 0.1 . x . 0.2; the
central value of �ū increases by about 25% and that of
�d̄ decreases by about 10% approximately in the same
region of x wher also �g is a↵ected. On the other hand,
the new data induces a reduction of the PDF uncertain-
ties, as a consequence of the improved precision of the
corresponding asymmetries. For �g and �d̄ such a re-
duction is moderate, and not larger than 5% of its orig-
inal value; for �ū it is fairly more pronounced, around
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Figure 7.11: Correlation (upper panel) and sensitivity (lower panel) coefficients between the
gluon helicity distribution Dg(x, Q2) and the (photon-nucleon) double-spin asymmetry A1,
as well as between the quark-singlet distribution DS(x, Q2) and A1, as a function of {x, Q2}.
The lighter blue and darker blue circles represent the values of the correlation (sensitivity)
coefficient for

p
s = 45 GeV and 140 GeV, respectively. In all the cases the size of the circles

is proportional to the value of the correlation (sensitivity) coefficient.
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Figure 7.12: Impact of the projected EIC ALL pseudoda on the gluon helicity (left panel)
and quark singlet helicity (right panel) distributions as a function of x for Q2 = 10 GeV2.
In addition to the DSSV14 estimate (light-blue), the uncertainty bands resulting from the fit
including the

p
s = 45 GeV DIS pseudodata (blue) and, subsequently, the reweighting withp

s = 140 GeV pseudodata (dark blue), are also shown.

the impact of the extrapolation region, three sets of pseudodata were generated by
shifting the unmeasured region at low x with ±1s confidence level, using existing
helicity PDF uncertainties as well as the central predictions.

In Fig. 7.13 the uncertainty bands for gp
1 before and after the three scenarios (±1s

confidence level and central) at the EIC are shown, along with the ratios dEIC/d

Yellow Report (2021) arXiv:2103.05419

Global QCD analyses are performed to extract helicity pdfs:

At present around of the spin is attributed to quarks and anti-quarks. 
The evidence for non-zero gluon contribution, around , is mainly due to RHIC 
spin program

25 %
30 %
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FIG. 2: [color online] Projected EIC data for the structure
function g1(x,Q

2) for the di!erent combinations of electron
and proton energies in Tab. I. Constants are added to g1 to
separate the di!erent x bins and multiple data points in the
same (x,Q2) bin are slightly displaced horizontally. The solid
lines are obtained for the optimum DSSV fit of 2014 [17] and
the shaded bands illustrate the 90% C.L. uncertainties due to
variations in the gluon helicity density. The shaded region in
the lower left corner illustrates the (x,Q2) region covered by
present fixed target data.

to cover significantly lower values of x from the very be-
ginning of operations.

Figure 2 illustrates our updated simulated data sets
for inclusive polarized DIS at an EIC for the three di!er-
ent choices of c.m.s. energies listed in Tab. I. The solid
lines reflect the expectations from the best fit of DSSV
2014 [17] by extrapolating their results outside the exper-
imentally constrained x and Q2 range. The shaded bands
illustrate the uncertainty estimates corresponding to the
90% C.L. variations of"g(x,Q2) given in Ref. [17], which
cover a very significant spread below about x ! 0.01;
see also Fig. 1 in Ref. [17]. The error bars for the EIC
pseudo-data were determined as described above and in
Ref. [8] and reflect the expected statistical accuracy for a
modest integrated luminosity of 10 fb!1, 70% beam po-
larization, and 50% e#ciency in the data taking. We re-
call that all currently available polarized DIS data cover
only the lower left corner in Fig. 2 with the smallest x,

g 1(
x,

Q
2 )

x

DSSV 2014
Q2=10 GeV2

incl. 90% C.L. g1 variations

Q2=1 GeV2

Q2=100 GeV2

selected EIC projections:
        √s [GeV]          〈Q2〉
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FIG. 3: [color online] The polarized DIS structure function
g1(x,Q

2) at Q2 = 10GeV2 as a function of x computed with
the optimum DSSV 2014 helicity PDFs [17] (solid line). The
dotted curves represent alternative fits within 90% C.L. un-
certainties. The dashed and dot-dashed lines show the e!ects
of the scale evolution from Q2 = 1GeV2 to 100GeV2. The
points illustrate typical uncertainties and the kinematic reach
of projected EIC data for the three di!erent c.m.s. energies
listed in Tab. I.

x ! 3.6 " 10!3, being reached by the recent COMPASS
data [30] for Q2 ! 1GeV2. As can be seen, in the kine-
matic region already covered well by present fixed target
data, x ! 0.01, the remaining uncertainties in g1(x,Q2)
are very small. For smaller x, the precision of the pro-
jected EIC data is significantly better than current un-
certainties and these measurements will be the decisive
factor in future global fits as we shall illustrate in the
next Section.
One notices the rather modest scaling violations

dg1(x,Q2)/d lnQ2 for the optimum DSSV 2014 fit
throughout the entire x and Q2 range shown in Fig. 2,
in particular, if compared to similar plots for the unpo-
larized DIS structure functions [29]. On the one hand,
this is due to the less singular scale evolution for helicity
PDFs at small x, and, on the other hand, there is also
a potential delicate cancellation with the quark helicity
PDFs, which, as "g itself, are not bound to be positive
definite and, in addition, can have di!erent signs for dif-
ferent flavors. Therefore, alternative fits, like those for
"g shown in Fig. 1, will all exhibit somewhat di!erent
patterns of scaling violations than the optimum DSSV
2014 fit.
As we shall see next, our current ignorance of the small

x behavior of helicity quark densities also imposes a sig-
nificant uncertainty on expectations for g1(x,Q2) in the
EIC regime. In Fig. 3 we present the DIS structure func-

The impact of the EIC on determination of the quark and gluon contributions

Aschenauer , Sassot, Stratmann, Phys.Rev.D 92 (2015) 

E. R. Nocera, Impact of Recent RHIC Data on Helicity-Dependent Parton Distribution Functions (2017). arXiv:1702.05077.
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BEYOND THE COLLINEAR PICTURE
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Many TMDs and GPDs cannot exist without OAM.
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Our understanding of the nucleon evolves:

Nucleon emerges as a strongly interacting, 

relativistic bound state of quarks and gluons
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Generalized Parton Distributions
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Studies of DVCS process were highly motivated by Ji decomposition

Related to twist-2 GPDs:

X. Ji, Phys. Rev. Lett. 78 (1997) 610
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These quantities can be computed also in lattice simulationsCHAPTER 7. EIC MEASUREMENTS AND STUDIES 115
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Figure 7.44: Extraction of the GPD H for sea quarks (left) and gluons (center), and the GPD
E for sea quarks (right), at a particular x and Q2. The violet band is the uncertainty obtained
excluding the EIC pseudodata from the global fit procedure [23].

Hard exclusive production of p0 mesons has a final state similar to that of DVCS.
It consists of one scattered lepton in the DIS regime (Q2 > 1 GeV2), one scattered
nucleon in a coherent state (i.e., no break-up of target particle in the interaction),
and either one or two photons for DVCS and p0 production, respectively. This
similarity suggests that a common analysis of the detector requirements for both
processes can be performed, as discussed in Sec. 8.4.1.

The information that can be extracted from a handful of DVCS measurements at
low xB from HERA collider experiments, almost entirely consisting of cross sec-
tions in loose Q2 � t bins, is very limited. GPD-based experiments at larger xB
have been carried out at HERMES and COMPASS. Dedicated fixed-target experi-
ments at JLab-12 will be addressing GPDs in the kinematic region dominated by
valence quarks. More precise data mapping, with high granularity and a wider
phase space, is required to fully constrain the entire set of GPDs for gluons and sea
quarks. This will be provided by the EIC, which connects the domain typical of
fixed-target experiments with that of collider measurements. With its wide range
in energy and high luminosity, the EIC will thus offer an unprecedented opportu-
nity for a precise determination of GPDs.

Simulation studies proved that the EIC can perform accurate measurements of
DVCS cross sections and asymmetries in a very fine binning and with a very low
statistical uncertainty [23]. This pioneering assessment of the EIC capability to
constrain GPDs solely relies on global fits of DVCS measurements. Figure 7.44
shows the uncertainties of GPDs extracted from current data (violet bands) and
how they are constrained after including the EIC pseudodata into the fits (orange
bands). This study demonstrated that the EIC can significantly improve our cur-
rent knowledge of the GPD H for gluons. Moreover, a precise measurement of the
transverse target-spin asymmetry AUT leads to an accurate extraction of the GPD
E for sea quarks, which currently remains almost unconstrained [23].

Diffractive events are known to constitute a large part of the cross section in high-
energy scattering. In Refs. [403–405], access to GPDs is suggested in a diffractive
process where a GPD-driven subprocess (PN ! g⇤(Q02)N0 or PN ! MN0, with
P a hard Pomeron and M a meson) is triggered by a diffractive g⇤(Q2) ! rP pro-

E. Aschenauer, S. Fazio, K. Kumericki, D. Mueller,  JHEP 09 (2013) 093

The impact of the EIC on determination of the sea-quark and gluon contributions
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Transverse Momentum Dependent distributions, 
and transverse Spin
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Sivers function

➤ Describes unpolarized quarks inside of 
transversely polarized nucleon and is 
related to the twist-3 Qiu-Sterman matrix 
element (multi-parton correlation)

➤ Encodes the correlation of the orbital 
motion with the spin

POLARIZED TMD FUNCTIONS

➤ Sign change of Sivers function is 
fundamental consequence of QCD 

Brodsky, Hwang, Schmidt (2002), Collins (2002)
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FIG. 2. The density distribution ⇢ap" of an unpolarized quark with flavor a in a proton polarized along the +y direction and
moving towards the reader, as a function of (kx, ky) at Q2 = 4 GeV2. Left panels for the up quark, right panels for the down
quark. Upper panels for results at x = 0.1, lower panels at x = 0.01. For each panel, lower ancillary plots represent the 68%
uncertainty band of the distribution at ky = 0 (where the effect of the distortion due to the Sivers function is maximal) while
left ancillary plots at kx = 0 (where the distribution is the same as for an unpolarized proton). Results in the contour plots
and the solid lines in the projections correspond to replica 105.

induced distortion is positive along the +x direction for
the up quark (left panels), and opposite for the down
quark (right panels).

At x = 0.1 the distortion due to the Sivers effect is
evident, since we are close to the maximum value of the
function shown in Fig. 1. The distortion is opposite for
up and down quarks, reflecting the opposite sign of the
Sivers function. It is more pronounced for down quarks,
because the Sivers function is larger and at the same time
the unpolarized TMD is smaller. At lower values of x, the
distortion disappears. These plots suggest that a virtual
photon hitting a transversely polarized proton effectively
“sees” more up quarks to its right and more down quarks
to its left in momentum space. The peak positions are ap-
proximately (kx)max ⇡ 0.1 GeV for up quarks and �0.15
GeV for down quarks. To have a feeling of the order of
magnitude of this distortion, we can estimate the expres-
sion eq/(kx)max ⇡ 2 ⇥ 10�34C ⇥ m ⇡ 0.6 ⇥ 10�4 debye,

which is about 3 ⇥ 10�5 times the electric dipole of a
water molecule.

The existence of this distortion requires two ingredi-
ents. First of all, the wavefunction describing quarks
inside the proton must have a component with nonvan-
ishing angular momentum. Secondly, effects due to final
state interactions should be present [36], which in Feyn-
man gauge can be described as the exchange of Coulomb
gluons between the quark and the rest of the proton [37].
In simplified models [38], it is possible to separate these
two ingredients and obtain an estimate of the angular
momentum carried by each quark [39]. It turns out that
up quarks give almost 50% contribution to the proton’s
spin, while all other quarks and antiquarks give less than
10% [14]. We will leave this model-dependent study to
a future publication. A model-independent estimate of
quark angular momentum requires the determination of
parton distributions that depend simultaneously on mo-

A. Bacchetta, F. Delcarro, C. Pisano, M. Radici (2020)



THE SIVERS FUNCTION

Collins-Soper Equations

µ = renormalization scale

� = Collins-Soper parameter

Eq. (1.1) in b-space reads

f
?
1T (x, b; µ, ⇣)[SIDIS] = �f

?
1T (x, b; µ, ⇣)[DY]. (2.3)

For definiteness, in the formulas for a particular process we use the notation f
?
1T for the Sivers

function without explicit indication of the process, and the sign change between DY and SIDIS is
implemented in calculations. All our results of the Sivers function extraction will be presented for
the SIDIS definition.

The dependence on the scales µ and ⇣ is given by a pair of TMD evolution equations [4, 68, 74]

µ
2 dF (x, b; µ, ⇣)

dµ2
=

�F (µ, ⇣)

2
F (x, b; µ, ⇣), (2.4)

⇣
dF (x, b; µ, ⇣)

d⇣
= �D(b, µ)F (x, b; µ, ⇣), (2.5)

where F is any TMD distribution (f1, f
?
1T , or D1 in the current context). The first equation is

the ordinary renormalization group equation, with �F being the ultraviolet anomalous dimension
for the TMD operator. The second equation is the result of the factorization of rapidity anoma-
lous dimension, with D being the Collins-Soper kernel2 (or rapidity anomalous dimension). The
Collins-Soper kernel is a fundamental universal function that has explicit operator definition and
parametrizes properties of QCD vacuum [75]. It is a universal function, nonperturbative at large-
b while at small-b it is calculable in terms of the perturbative expansion in the strong coupling
constant ↵s, whereas it has to be extracted from the experimental data. Both quark and rapidity
anomalous dimensions are known up to N3LO in the perturbative regime, see Refs. [76–79].
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where F (x, b) on the right-hand side of the equation (2.6) is the optimal TMD distribution [65].
The functions ⇣µ(b) is a known function [80] of the nonperturbative Collins-Soper kernel. In our
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scale independence.
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The differential SIDIS cross section of the inclusive hadron production in the electron scattering off
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Our definition of the rapidity anomalous dimension corresponds to K̃ and �⌫ used in Refs. [4] and [74] as

D = �K̃/2 = ��⌫/2.
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Eq. (1.1) in b-space reads

f
?
1T (x, b; µ, ⇣)[SIDIS] = �f

?
1T (x, b; µ, ⇣)[DY]. (2.3)

For definiteness, in the formulas for a particular process we use the notation f
?
1T for the Sivers

function without explicit indication of the process, and the sign change between DY and SIDIS is
implemented in calculations. All our results of the Sivers function extraction will be presented for
the SIDIS definition.
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2 dF (x, b; µ, ⇣)
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�F (µ, ⇣)

2
F (x, b; µ, ⇣), (2.4)
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dF (x, b; µ, ⇣)

d⇣
= �D(b, µ)F (x, b; µ, ⇣), (2.5)
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Remarkably simple solution in the zeta-prescription
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➤ Only PT dependence used to 
avoid double counting

➤ Data selection compatible with 
TMD factorization requirement

apart from the usual constraints. We require f
?
1T (x ! 1, b) . (1 � x), f

?
1T (x ! 0, b) . x

�1 to
ensure integrability and vanishing of the Sivers function at x = 0 and x = 1. Also, we require that
f
?
1T (x, b) is a function of x and b

2 to mimic the operator product expansion structure. We have
explored many parametric forms and selected the following one, which is flexible enough to reveal
the Sivers function, but at the same time is not overwhelmed with free parameters:

f
?
1T ;q h(x, b) = Nq

(1 � x)x�q (1 + ✏qx)

n(�q, ✏q)
exp

✓
�

r0 + xr1
p

1 + r2x
2b2

b
2

◆
, (2.31)

where n(�, ✏) = (3 + � + ✏ + ✏�)�(� + 1)/�(� + 4), such that
Z 1

0
dxf

?
1T ;q h(x, 0) = Nq. (2.32)

The b-dependent factor mimics fNP (x, b) used in SV19 fit, with a reduced number of parameters.
Notice that b and x dependencies do not factorize in our parametrization. The experimental data
on Sivers asymmetries is available for various final states, including charged pions and kaons. The
quark composition of those final states allows access to u, d, s quark flavors but is not sufficient to
distinguish other sea quarks, such as ū, d̄, and s̄. The Sivers function for heavy quark flavors b and
c cannot be extracted with the current data either. Thus, we will distinguish separate functions for
u, d, s quarks, and a single sea Sivers function for ū, d̄ and s̄ quarks. We nullify the Sivers function
for b and c flavors. We also set �s = �sea and ✏s = ✏sea = 0, since they are not restricted by the
existing experimental data. Large-x region of the data is also limited at the moment to x . 0.5
and we therefore are using a general (1 � x) factor in our parametrization. In total we have 12
free parameters: Nu, Nd, Ns and Nsea that dictates the general scale, �u, �d and �sea that gives
small-x asymptotic (�i > �1), ✏u and ✏d to fine-tune of valence distributions, and r0, r1 and r2 for
x-dependence in parameterization of transverse momentum behavior (ri > 0).

Let us emphasize that the absence of small-b matching in the optimal Sivers function is not in
contradiction with the perturbative order of TMD evolution (NNLO and N3LO in the current case)
or the perturbative order of matching to other distributions (NNLO for unpolarized distributions).
The utilization of different orders for components in TMD factorization is consistent within the ⇣-
prescription, as well as, in other schemes with fixed reference scale for TMD distributions, discussed
e.g. in Ref. [94], but is not consistent in the resummation-like schemes e.g. used in Refs [27, 29, 31].
In the latter scheme, one would need to use the matching function for Sivers function at N3LO,
which is not yet available [73]. For resummation-like schemes of scale-fixation, where the scales of
TMD distributions depend on b in an arbitrary manner, such an approach is inconsistent. In this
case, the orders of TMD evolution and matching coefficients must be adjusted to guarantee the
compensation of scaling logarithms.

3 Global analysis procedure

In this Section we discuss basic principles of the global QCD analysis, data selection, fit procedure,
and the study of the limits of TMD factorization.

3.1 Data selection

The TMD factorization theorem is derived in the limit of large-Q and a small relative transverse
momentum �, defined as

� =
|PhT |

zQ
(in SIDIS), � =

|qT |

Q
(in DY). (3.1)
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Figure 2. Distribution of the experimental data over the values of x and � Eq. (3.1).

The large-Q requirement is needed to suppress the power corrections ⇠ M
2
/Q

2 and ⇠ ⇤2
/Q

2,
where ⇤ is a general nonperturbative scale of QCD. Since M and ⇤ are ⇠ 1 GeV, we impose the
restriction hQi > 2 GeV, which limits possible power corrections to around 10 � 20% for the lowest
energy data points. The optimal values of � for applicability of TMD factorization were studied in
Ref. [65] (and were further confirmed by independent studies in Refs. [18, 67]), where it was shown
that phenomenologically TMD factorization is valid for � < 0.2 � 0.3, and is strongly violated for
large values of �. In the current study we impose � < 0.3, assuring that we accommodate data
points from as many experiments as possible, still preserving applicability of TMD factorization,
see Fig. 2. Summarizing our data selection cuts, we apply the following selection criteria

hQi > 2 GeV and � < 0.3. (3.2)

These restrictions are consistent with the applicability of the TMD factorization theorem as dis-
cussed in Ref. [65]. However, we hope that a part of power corrections cancels in the ratio of structure
functions measured experimentally (2.16, 2.22). The more stringent conditions (say � < 0.2) would
secure the TMD approach, but they are hardly applicable to the modern data, which is dominated
by the low-energy measurements. Our data selection cuts (3.2) are the most stringent among all
other extractions of Sivers function, compare to Refs. [19–22, 25–30].

The Sivers asymmetry in SIDIS has been measured by HERMES [34, 35], COMPASS [36, 39]5

and JLab Hall A [41] collaborations. DY measurements of the transverse spin-asymmetry were
performed by the COMPASS Collaboration [40] in the pion-induced DY process and by the STAR
Collaboration [43] in W

±
/Z production. After application of our data selection cuts (3.2) we

have 76 data points in total (63 for SIDIS, and 13 for DY). The distribution of the points in the
(x, �)-plane is shown in Fig. 2. The synopsis of data is presented in Table 1.

A large portion of the SIDIS data comes from a recent HERMES analysis [35] that uses a three-
dimensional kinematic binning and enlarged phase space. It is the three-dimensional binning that
allows a clean separation of the TMD factorization region. On the contrary, the Compass and JLab
measurements provide effectively “one-dimensional binning”, i.e., only one of the kinematic vari-
ables has narrow binning, while the rest are integrated over a wide range. Only the PhT -differential
measurements could be studied in such cases. The z-differential and x-differential measurements
have PhT integrated over the full kinematic range and thus could not be fully described by the
TMD factorization theorem. Even for the PhT -differential binning, the TMD factorization is hard
to apply due to the presence of z

�1 in the data selection rules (3.2). Almost every bin of COMPASS
5
We do not include COMPASS measurements [37, 38] because we are interested in multi-dimensional binning of

[39] and these two measurements overlap substantially in their experimental sample with [39].
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Dataset name Ref. Reaction # Points Av.Uncertainty

Compass08 [36]

d" + �⇤
! ⇡+ 1 / 9 1.2%

d" + �⇤
! ⇡� 1 / 9 1.1%

d" + �⇤
! K+ 1 / 9 3.4%

d" + �⇤
! K� 1 / 9 5.1%

Compass16 [39] p" + �⇤
! h+ 5 / 40 1.6%

p" + �⇤
! h� 5 / 40 2.0%

Hermes [35]

p" + �⇤
! ⇡+ 11 / 64 2.6%

p" + �⇤
! ⇡� 11 / 64 3.1%

p" + �⇤
! K+ 12 / 64 6.1%

p" + �⇤
! K� 12 / 64 10.8%

JLab [41, 42]

3He" + �⇤
! ⇡+ 1 / 4 13.9%

3He" + �⇤
! ⇡� 1 / 4 8.0%

3He" + �⇤
! K+ 1 / 4 7.0%

3He" + �⇤
! K� 0 / 4 –

SIDIS total 63
CompassDY [40] ⇡� + d" ! �⇤ 2 / 3 12.2%
Star.W+

[43]
p" + p ! W+ 5 / 5 16.1%

Star.W- p" + p ! W� 5 / 5 32.2%
Star.Z p" + p ! �⇤/Z 1 / 1 33.%
DY total 13
Total 76

Table 1. Synopsis of the data sets used in the analysis. The fourth column “# Points” shows the number
of data points selected after application of cuts from Eq. (3.2) and the total number of available data points.
The last column shows the average uncorrelated error for points in the data set (after application of (3.2)).

and JLab measurements borders with a region of the phase space where the TMD factorization is
strongly violated (PhT /z ⇠ Q). Consequently, we were forced to use the average kinematics to
include these data points into the fit. The ignorance of the bin integration effects is compensated
by large uncertainties of these measurements but could lead to a systematic error in our extraction.
We also use the averaged kinematics for HERMES measurement as it is suggested by the HER-
MES collaboration, because effects of the bin-integration are already included in the systematic
uncertainty of the data6.

In the case of DY measurements, the bin integration effects are larger due to the larger bin
sizes. These effects are especially significant for electroweak boson production, where the cross-
section changes rapidly. Thus, we perform the integration over the bin size separately for the
numerator and denominator of Eq. (2.22).

3.2 Fit procedure and estimation of uncertainties

To estimate the goodness of theory prediction against the experimental measurements we use the
�2-test function defined as

�2 =
nX

i,j=1

(mi � ti)V
�1
ij (mj � tj), (3.3)

6
We thank Gunar Schnell for clarification of this point.
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➤  Replica method using Artemide framework
➤  Errors both from the data and the uncertainty due to unpolarized TMD

The results of our current test are shown in Fig. 5, which has a clear plateau �
2
/Npt ' 1 for

� < 0.4. The quality of the fit drops drastically for � > 0.4 for SIDIS. This result agrees with the
general expectations. Indeed, one could expect that power corrections partially cancel in asymmetry,
and thus the kinematic range for the applicability of factorization theorems becomes slightly wider.
Since, in the SIDIS unpolarized case � < 0.3 � 0.35 the observation of rough agreement for � . 0.4
is anticipated.

The situation for DY is less certain because the total number of points is small. All points
included into the fit have � < 0.22 (see Fig. 2). There is only one additional point to include. This
point is measured in pion-induced DY at COMPASS [40], and it has � = 0.36 and a wide qT -bin
up to values qT ' Q. This point is outside of the applicability range, and the prediction strongly
disagrees with the measurement (�2

⇠ 8). The main source of the disagreement is the denominator
in Eq. (2.22), which becomes negative. The negative values for cross-section are typical for TMD
factorization formula in the region beyond its validity. To get the positive cross-section valid in the
full range of qT one should match it to the collinear picture via the so-called Y -term [4]. This goes
far beyond the present study.

We conclude that even though the region of TMD factorization widens slightly for asymmetries,
one has to be cautious when including the data outside of the TMD factorization region. In the
following sections, we analyze only the data with � < 0.3. This value corresponds to our best
estimate of the region of data appropriate for the TMD factorization approach description. Future
work that will include matching to the collinear factorization is needed to widen the region of the
data used in the global analysis.

4 Results of extraction

This is the main Section of our work. We describe in detail results of N3LO extraction of the
Sivers function, also presented in Ref. [10]. We discuss the Sivers function in momentum and
position spaces, discuss positivity constraints, show the 3D tomography of the nucleon via the
Sivers function, extract the Qiu-Sterman functions, and study the significance of the sign change of
the Sivers function between SIDIS and DY.

4.1 Fit of the data

Using the approach described in the previous sections, we performed several fits with different
setups. In particular, we distinguish the fits with and without inclusion of DY data, with a purpose
to estimate the universality of the Sivers function. Also we performed separate fits at NNLO and
N3LO perturbative precision for the TMD evolution. The synopsis of �

2 values is presented in
Table 2. The distribution of contributions to �

2 per experiments is shown in Table 3. The values
of nonperturbative parameters extracted in these fits are given in Table 4 and in Fig. 6.

Name �
2
/Npt[SIDIS] �

2
/Npt[DY] �

2
/Npt[total]

SIDIS at NNLO 0.88+0.13
+0.03 1.29+0.45

�0.30 no fit 0.95+0.16
+0.00

SIDIS+DY at NNLO 0.90+0.13
+0.02 0.94+0.25

�0.01 0.91+0.13
+0.04

SIDIS at N3LO 0.87+0.13
+0.03 1.23+0.50

�0.24 no fit 0.93+0.16
+0.01

SIDIS+DY at N3LO 0.88+0.15
+0.04 0.90+0.31

+0.00 0.88+0.15
+0.05

Table 2. Values for �
2
/Npt in different fits. Note, that for the cases included in the fit the CF value of

�
2 lies outside the 68%CI. This is because CF realizes the minimum of �2 distribution, whereas the 68%CI

(roughly) excludes 16% of boundary replicas.
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➤ No tension between SIDIS and DY data — universality 
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Figure 12. Description of the transverse single-spin asymmetry data [43] for W± and Z boson production
measured by STAR in polarized proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 500 GeV. Left column, the data as a

function of y for W
± and Z, the right column, the data as a functions of qT GeV for W

±. Solid (open)
symbols data used (not used) in the fit. Blue line is the CF and the blue box is 68%CI of the fit of the data
and prediction for the data not used in the fit.

Figure 13. The (b, x)-landscape of the optimal Sivers function f
?
1T (x, b) for d-quark (the left panel) and

u-quark (the right panel). The grid shows the CF value, whereas the shaded (blue and green) regions on
the boundaries demonstrate the 68%CI.

where kT is the two-component Euclidean vector of traverse momentum, and �[�+]
q h is given by the

left-hand-side of Eqn. (2.1). Performing the angular integration in Eq. (4.2) we find

f1;q h(x, kT ; µ, ⇣) =

Z 1

0

bdb

2⇡
J0(b|kT |)f1;q h(x, b; µ, ⇣), (4.3)

f
?
1T ;q h(x, kT ; µ, ⇣) = M

2

Z 1

0

bdb

2⇡

b

|kT |
J1(b|kT |)f?1T ;q h(x, b; µ, ⇣). (4.4)

The momentum space representation has complicated evolution properties since the TMD evolution
factor is multiplicative in the position space. The notion of the optimal TMD distribution is less
useful in the momentum space because it involves the integration over all scales. For that reason,
we only show the TMD distributions in the momentum space at a fixed scale.
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An example of data description:
J. Adamczyk et al, STAR Collab. Phys.Rev.Lett. 116 (2016) 13, 132301
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f?sea
1T ! �f?sea

1T

Figure 20. Normalized distribution of replica’s �
2 for f

?
1T [DY ] = +f

?
1T [SIDIS] (yellow) and f

?
1T [DY ] =

�f
?
1T [SIDIS] (blue) cases. The bands show the 68%CI intervals for �

2 values. The continuous blue line is
the �

2-distribution with 75 d.o.f. .

f?
1T [DY ] = �f?

1T [SIDIS] f?
1T [DY ] = +f?

1T [SIDIS]

�2/Npt 0.88+0.16
+0.06 1.00+0.22

+0.08

p-value (CF) 0.74 0.44
p-value 68%CI [0.60, 0.34] [0.28, 0.08]

p-value 68%CI (SIDIS) [0.67, 0.42] [0.53, 0.11]
p-value 68%CI (DY) [0.56, 0.17] [0.68, 0.02]

Table 5. Comparison of �2 and p-values between the fit with and without sign-change for Sivers function.

To make a test of the sign change, we performed an independent fit of SIDIS and DY data
with f?

1T [SIDIS] = +f?
1T [DY ], i.e., assuming the Sivers function does not change the sign. The

fit is performed at N3LO. The comparison of fits with and without sign-change is presented in
Table 5. The CV fit demonstrates good values of �2/Npt = 1.00, with the 68%CI being [1.08,
1.22]. The (normalized) histograms of �2 replicas for same- and opposite-sign fits are shown in
Fig. 20, together with �2 distribution for Npt � 1=75 degrees of freedom. The p-values of different
cases are calculated as areas under the sampling distribution in [�2

tot, 1) interval, and given in
Table 5. The case f?

1T [SIDIS] = +f?
1T [DY ] has somewhat higher �2, and consequently lower p-value.

Nonetheless, the difference is not large, and 68%CI almost overlap. Therefore, we conclude that
one cannot strictly discriminate with the current experimental data the possibility of the Sivers
function having the same sign in DY and SIDIS.

The fit with f?
1T [SIDIS] = +f?

1T [DY ] demonstrates very different features in comparison to the
fit with the sign-change. In particular, the distribution of �2 for SIDIS and DY independently is
broader. So, 68% CI of �2/Npt for SIDIS data is [0.96, 1.21] and for DY data is [0.80, 1.88] (compare
to [0.90, 1.00] and [0.81, 1.27] in the case of the sign-change, correspondingly). Simultaneously, the
68%CI for the total �2 is broader and located at higher values. This indicates a tension with the
data in the same-sign approach, namely, the Sivers function that provides a better description for
SIDIS gives a worse description for DY and vice-versa.

It is also instructive to compare Sivers functions extracted in both fits. We have found that the
parameters extracted in both cases agree within 68%CI’s, except for Nsea-parameter, which flips
the sign. It shows that u, d, and s components are mainly constrained by the SIDIS data, where the
dominant contribution comes from q +�⇤

! q sub-process. In the DY process, the anti-quarks play

– 32 –

STAR Collab. Phys. Rev. Lett. 116, 132301 (2016)

KQ → Kang, Qiu `09

Leading order analysis favors the sign change: N3LO analysis allows the same sign
(with a considerable tension):
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4 THE CONFINED MOTION OF PARTONS IN NU-
CLEONS  

 
A natural next step in the investigation of nu-

cleon structure is an expansion of our current 
picture of the nucleon by imaging the proton in 
both momentum and impact parameter space. 
From TMD parton distributions we can obtain an 
“image” of the proton in transverse as well as in 
longitudinal momentum space (2+1 dimensions).  
At the same time we need to further our under-
standing of color interactions and how they man-
ifest themselves in different processes. This has 
attracted renewed interest, both experimentally 

and theoretically, in transverse single spin 
asymmetries (SSA) in hadronic processes at high 
energies, which have a more than 30 year history. 
Measurements at RHIC have extended the obser-
vations from the fixed-target energy range to the 
collider regime, up to and including the highest 
center-of-mass energies to date in polarized p+p 
collisions. Figure 4-1 summarizes the measured 
asymmetries from different RHIC experiments as 
function of Feynman-x (xF ~ x1-x2). 

 

 
Figure 4-1: Transverse single spin asymmetry measurements for charged and neutral pions at different center-of-mass 
energies as function of Feynman-x. 
 

The surprisingly large asymmetries seen are 
nearly independent of  over a very wide 
range. To understand the observed SSAs one has 
to go beyond the conventional leading twist col-
linear parton picture in the hard processes. Two 
theoretical formalisms have been proposed to 
explain sizable SSAs in the QCD framework: 
These are transverse momentum dependent par-
ton distributions and fragmentation functions, 
such as the Sivers and Collins functions dis-
cussed below, and transverse-momentum inte-
grated (collinear) quark-gluon-quark correlations, 
which are twist-3 distributions in the initial state 
proton or in the fragmentation process. For many 
spin asymmetries, several of these functions can 
contribute and need to be disentangled to under-
stand the experimental observations in detail, in 
particular the dependence on pT measured in the 
final state.  The functions express a spin depend-
ence either in the initial state (such as the Sivers 

distribution or its Twist-3 analog, the Efremov-
Teryaev-Qui-Sterman (ETQS) function [21]) or 
in the final state (via the fragmentation of a po-
larized quarks, such as the Collins function). 

The Sivers function, , describes the corre-
lation of the parton transverse momentum with 
the transverse spin of the nucleon. A non-
vanishing  means that the transverse parton 
momentum distribution is azimuthally asymmet-
ric, with the nucleon spin providing a preferred 
transverse direction. The Sivers function, , is 
correlated with the ETQS functions, Tq,F, through 
the following relation: 
!!,! !, ! = − !!!! !! !

! !!!!! !, !!! |!"#"! [Eq. 4-1].  
In this sense, a measurement constraining the 

ETQS function indirectly also constrains the Siv-
ers function.  We will use this connection repeat-
edly in the following. 

s

f1T
⊥

f1T
⊥

f1T
⊥

“The RHIC SPIN Program: Achievements and Future Opportunities”, Aschenauer et al (15)

CHALLENGE OF QCD: UNDERSTANDING SPIN ASYMMETRIES

Fermilab experiment E704 (1991)
p
s ' 19 (GeV)
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proton

lepton lepton

pion

electron

positron
pion

proton

proton

pion

AN asymmetry 
STAR, PHENIX, BRAHMS data 

To demonstrate the 
common origin of SSAs 
in various processes, we 

will combine all 
available data and 

extract a universal set of 
non perturbative 

functions that describes 
all of them 

e+e–

SIDIS

PP

Drell-Yan and W,Z

proton positron

electronprotonpion

Sivers asymmetries 
COMPASS, STAR data

Sivers, Collins asymmetries 
COMPASS, HERMES, JLab data

Collins asymmetries 
BELLE, BaBar, BESIII data

Cammarota, Gamberg, Kang, Miller, Pitonyak, Prokudin, Rogers, Sato (2020)
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Cammarota, Gamberg, Kang, Miller, Pitonyak, Prokudin, Rogers, Sato (2020) 3

Observable Reactions Non-Perturbative Function(s) �2
/Npts. Exp. Refs.

A
Siv
SIDIS e + (p, d)" ! e + (⇡+

,⇡
�
,⇡

0) + X f
?
1T (x, k2

T ) 150.0/126 = 1.19 [67, 68, 70]
A

Col
SIDIS e + (p, d)" ! e + (⇡+

,⇡
�
,⇡

0) + X h1(x, k
2
T ), H?

1 (z, z2
p
2
?) 111.3/126 = 0.88 [68, 70, 73]

A
Col
SIA e

+ + e
� ! ⇡

+
⇡

�(UC,UL) + X H
?
1 (z, z2

p
2
?) 154.5/176 = 0.88 [76–79]

A
Siv
DY ⇡

�+ p
" ! µ

+
µ

� + X f
?
1T (x, k2

T ) 5.96/12 = 0.50 [75]
A

Siv
DY p

" + p ! (W+
,W

�
, Z) + X f

?
1T (x, k2

T ) 31.8/17 = 1.87 [74]
A

h
N p

" + p ! (⇡+
,⇡

�
,⇡

0) + X h1(x), FFT (x, x) = 1
⇡ f

?(1)
1T (x), H?(1)

1 (z) 66.5/60 = 1.11 [7, 9, 10, 13]

TABLE I. Summary of the SSAs analyzed in our global fit. There are a total of 18 observables when one accounts for the
various initial and final states. This includes the “unlike-charged” (UC) and “unlike-like” (UL) pion combinations for A

Col
SIA.

For f
?
1T , h1 we have up and down quarks, while for H

?
1 we have favored and unfavored fragmentation. This gives a total of 6

non-perturbative functions. We also include �
2
/Npts. for each observable in our fit, where Npts. is the number of data points.

For the TMD FFs, the unpolarized function is
parametrized as

D
h/q

1 (z, z
2
p
2
?) = D

h/q

1 (z) Gh/q

D1
(z

2
p
2
?) , (6)

while the Collins FF reads

H
?h/q

1 (z, z
2
p
2
?) =

2z
2
M

2
h

hp2
?ih/q

H
?
1

H
?(1)
1 h/q

(z) Gh/q

H
?
1

(z
2
p
2
?) , (7)

where we have explicitly written its z dependence in
terms of its first moment H

?(1)
1 h/q

(z) [84]. For f
q

1 (x) and
D

q

1(z) we use the leading order CJ15 [94] and DSS [95]
functions. The pion PDFs are taken from Ref. [96].

Note Eqs. (3), (5), (7) make clear that the underlying
non-perturbative functions, h1(x), FFT (x, x), H

?(1)
1 (z),

that drive the (TMD) SSAs A
Siv
SIDIS, A

Col
SIDIS, A

Siv
DY, and

A
Col
SIA, are the same collinear functions that enter the SSA

A
h

N
(along with H̃(z)). We generically parametrize these

collinear functions as

F
q
(x)=

Nq x
aq (1 � x)

bq (1 + �q x
↵q (1 � x)

�q )

B[aq+2, bq+1] + �qB[aq+↵q+2, bq+�q+1]
,

(8)
where F

q
= h

q

1, ⇡F
q

FT
, H

?(1)
1 h/q

(with x ! z for the Collins
function), and B is the Euler beta function. In the
course of our analysis, we found that H̃(z) was consistent
with zero within error bands. Moreover, if one considers
the relative error of the moment F

(1) ⌘
R 1
0 dx xF (x) of

the various functions in our fit, h1(x), ⇡FFT (x, x), and
H

?(1)
1 (z) all have �F

(1)
/F

(1) . 1.5, whereas for H̃(z),
�F

(1)
/F

(1) � 1.5. This indicates that there is no signifi-
cant signal for H̃(z) from A

h

N
data alone, and the func-

tion simply emerges as noise in our fit. Therefore, data
on the aforementioned (PhT -integrated) A

sin �S

UT
asymme-

try in SIDIS is needed to properly constrain H̃(z). For
now, we set H̃(z) to zero, which is consistent with pre-
liminary data from HERMES [97] and COMPASS [98]
showing a small A

sin �S

UT
.

For the collinear PDFs h
q

1(x) and ⇡F
q

FT
(x, x), we only

allow q = u, d and set anti-quark functions to zero. For
both functions we also set bu = bd. For the collinear
FF H

?(1)
1 h/q

(z), we allow for favored (fav) and unfavored

(unf) parameters. We also found that the set of pa-
rameters {�, ↵, �} is needed only for H

?(1)
1 h/q

(z), due to
the fact that the data for A

Col
SIA has a different shape at

smaller versus larger z. Since those data (and the ones
for A

Col
SIDIS) are at z & 0.2, we set ↵fav = ↵unf = 0,

similar to what has been done in fits of unpolarized
collinear FFs [95]. This gives us a total of 20 param-
eters for the collinear functions. There are also 4 pa-
rameters for the transverse momentum widths associated
with h1, f

?
1T

, and H
?
1 : hk2

T
iu

f
?
1T

= hk2
T
id

f
?
1T

⌘ hk2
T
i
f

?
1T

;

hk2
T
iu

h1
= hk2

T
id

h1
⌘ hk2

T
ih1 ; hp2

?ifav

H
?
1

and hp2
?iunf

H
?
1

.
We simultaneously extract unpolarized TMD widths

by including HERMES pion and kaon multiplicities [99]
in our fit, which involves 6 more parameters associated
with the valence and sea unpolarized PDF widths, and fa-
vored and unfavored unpolarized FF widths for pions and
for kaons: hk2

T
ival

f1
, hk2

T
isea

f1
, hp2

?ifav

D
{⇡,K}
1

, hp2
?iunf

D
{⇡,K}
1

. The
pion PDF widths are taken to be the same as those for
the proton. We include normalization parameters for each
data set that vary within the quoted experimental nor-
malization uncertainties. This results in an additional 77
“nuisance” parameters.

We use Bayesian inference in order to sample the pos-
terior distribution for all parameters. Due to the large
dimensionality of the parameter space, we use the multi-
step strategy in the Monte Carlo framework developed
in Ref. [100]. Our partonic distributions are inferred
from about 1000 Monte Carlo samples drawn from the
Bayesian posterior distribution.

We also implement a DGLAP-type evolution of
the collinear functions analogous to Ref. [101], where
a double-logarithmic Q

2-dependent term is explicitly
added to the parameters. Note that the transverse mo-
mentum widths do not vary with Q

2. We leave a more
rigorous treatment of the complete TMD and CT3 evo-
lution for future work.
Phenomenological Results. Using the above method-
ology, we fit SSA data from HERMES [67, 73], COM-
PASS [68, 70, 75], Belle [76], BaBar [77, 78], BESIII [79],
BRAHMS [9], and STAR [7, 10, 13, 74]. For A

Siv
SIDIS,

A
Col
SIDIS, A

Col
SIA, and A

h

N
, we focus on pion production data,

while for A
Siv
DY we use both the µ

+
µ

� pair production data

➤ Just 3 polarized functions to describe all data for four 
different processes.

➤ We concluded that spin phenomena have the same 
origin: multi-parton correlations
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Sivers 
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FIG. 1. The extracted functions h1(x), f
?(1)
1T (x), and

H
?(1)
1 (z) at Q

2 = 4 GeV2 from our (JAM20) global analy-
sis (red solid curves with 1-� CL error bands). The functions
from other groups [84, 87–89, 92, 102–104] are also shown.

from COMPASS and the weak gauge boson production
data from STAR. For A

Col
SIA we have only included the so-

called A0 asymmetry since this observable has a TMD
factorization theorem. We only include A

⇡

N
data with

PhT > 1 GeV in order to stay within the regime where
the CT3 formalism is applicable. Similarly, we do not
include low-energy SSA data from JLab due to concerns
about the pion production mechanism at relatively low
energies [105–107]. The standard cuts [108] of 0.2 < z <

0.6, Q
2

> 1.63 GeV
2
, and 0.2 < PhT < 0.9 GeV have

been applied to all SIDIS data sets, giving us a total of
517 SSA data points in the fit along with 807 HERMES
multiplicity [99] data points.

The extracted functions [109] and their comparison
to other groups are shown in Fig. 1. We obtain a
good agreement between theory and experiment, as illus-
trated in Figs. 2–4. Specifically we find (�

2
/Npts.)SSA =

520/517 = 1.01 for SSA data alone, and �
2
/Npts. =

1373/1324 = 1.04 for all data, including HERMES mul-
tiplicities.

FIG. 2. Theory compared to experiment for A
Col
SIA.

FIG. 3. Theory compared to experiment for A
Col/Siv
SIDIS .

FIG. 4. Theory compared to experiment for A
⇡
N and A

Siv
DY.

Figure 5 gives our extracted tensor charges of the nu-
cleon. The individual flavor charges �q ⌘

R 1
0 dx [h

q

1(x) �
h

q̄

1(x)] are shown along with the isovector combination
gT ⌘ �u � �d. We compare our results to those from lat-
tice computations at the physical point [110–112], other
phenomenological extractions [84, 87, 102–104, 113, 114],
and a calculation using Dyson-Schwinger equations [115].
One clearly notices the strong impact of including more
SSA data sets in our fit, which highlights the importance
of carrying out a simultaneous extraction of partonic
functions in a global analysis. In going from SIDIS !

Cammarota, Gamberg, Kang, Miller, Pitonyak, Prokudin, Rogers, Sato Phys.Rev.D 102 (2020) 5, 05400 (2020)
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FIG. 1. The extracted functions h1(x), f
?(1)
1T (x), and

H
?(1)
1 (z) at Q

2 = 4 GeV2 from our (JAM20) global analy-
sis (red solid curves with 1-� CL error bands). The functions
from other groups [84, 87–89, 92, 102–104] are also shown.

from COMPASS and the weak gauge boson production
data from STAR. For A

Col
SIA we have only included the so-

called A0 asymmetry since this observable has a TMD
factorization theorem. We only include A

⇡

N
data with

PhT > 1 GeV in order to stay within the regime where
the CT3 formalism is applicable. Similarly, we do not
include low-energy SSA data from JLab due to concerns
about the pion production mechanism at relatively low
energies [105–107]. The standard cuts [108] of 0.2 < z <

0.6, Q
2

> 1.63 GeV
2
, and 0.2 < PhT < 0.9 GeV have

been applied to all SIDIS data sets, giving us a total of
517 SSA data points in the fit along with 807 HERMES
multiplicity [99] data points.

The extracted functions [109] and their comparison
to other groups are shown in Fig. 1. We obtain a
good agreement between theory and experiment, as illus-
trated in Figs. 2–4. Specifically we find (�

2
/Npts.)SSA =

520/517 = 1.01 for SSA data alone, and �
2
/Npts. =

1373/1324 = 1.04 for all data, including HERMES mul-
tiplicities.

FIG. 2. Theory compared to experiment for A
Col
SIA.

FIG. 3. Theory compared to experiment for A
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Figure 5 gives our extracted tensor charges of the nu-
cleon. The individual flavor charges �q ⌘

R 1
0 dx [h

q

1(x) �
h

q̄

1(x)] are shown along with the isovector combination
gT ⌘ �u � �d. We compare our results to those from lat-
tice computations at the physical point [110–112], other
phenomenological extractions [84, 87, 102–104, 113, 114],
and a calculation using Dyson-Schwinger equations [115].
One clearly notices the strong impact of including more
SSA data sets in our fit, which highlights the importance
of carrying out a simultaneous extraction of partonic
functions in a global analysis. In going from SIDIS !
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2. The Qiu-Sterman and fragmentation contributions to p" p! ⇡ X

We consider TSSAs in the single-inclusive production of pions from proton-proton collision,

p(P, SP) + p(P0)! ⇡(Ph) + X , (3)

where we have indicated the momenta and polarizations of the particles. We also define the Mandelstam variables
S ,T,U as

S = (P + P
0)2 , T = (P � Ph)2 , U = (P0 � Ph)2 . (4)

All three terms in Eq. (1) enter into the analysis. However, as stated in the Introduction, we will focus on the qgq SGP
(QS) piece of the first term and the third (fragmentation) term. The definitions of the relevant functions can be found
in Refs. [1, 25]. First, we give the expression for the QS term, which reads [6, 8]

Ehd�QS(S P)
d3~Ph

= �
4↵2

S
M

S
✏P
0
PPhS P

X

i

X

a,b,c

Z 1

0

dz

z3

Z 1

0
dx
0

Z 1

0
dx �(ŝ + t̂ + û)

⇥
⇡

ŝû
f

b

1 (x
0) D

⇡/c
1 (z)

"
F

a

FT
(x, x) � x

dF
a

FT
(x, x)

dx

#
S

i

FFT
, (5)

where
P

i is a sum over all partonic interaction channels, M is the proton mass, ↵s = g
2/4⇡ with g the strong coupling,

f1 (D1) is the standard twist-2 unpolarized PDF (FF), and the Levi-Civita tensor is defined with ✏0123 = +1. We have
also made explicit that parton c fragments into a pion. The hard factors are denoted by S

i

FFT

and can be found in
Appendix A of Ref. [8]. They are functions of the partonic Mandelstam variables ŝ = xx

0
S , t̂ = xT/z, and û = x

0
U/z.

One also has an identity that relates the QS function to the first kT -moment of the Sivers function [44],

⇡Fq

FT
(x, x) = f

?(1),q
1T

(x)
���
S IDIS

= � f
?(1),q
1T

(x)
���
DY
. (6)

where

f
?(1),q
1T

(x) ⌘
Z

d
2~kT

~k2
T

2M2 f
?

1T
(x,~k2

T
) . (7)

In Eq. (6) we have indicated that the Sivers function is either the one extracted from semi-inclusive deep-inelastic
scattering (SIDIS) or Drell-Yan (DY).

Next, we look at the fragmentation term, which was first fully calculated in Ref. [21] and reads

Ehd�Frag(S P)
d3~Ph

= �
4↵2

s
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S
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0
PPhS P

X

i

X
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dz
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>>:
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1
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1
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1
z
�

1
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⌘2 Ĥ
⇡/c,=
FU

(z, z1) S
i

ĤFU

)
, (8)

where Mh is the pion mass, and h1 is the standard twist-2 transversity PDF. The hard factors for each term are
represented by S

i and can be found in Appendix A of Ref. [21].5
The functions H

?(1)
1 (z), H(z), and Ĥ

=

FU
(z, z1) are the kinematical, intrinsic, and dynamical, respectively, unpolar-

ized twist-3 FFs discussed in the Introduction. In particular, H
?(1)
1 (z) is the first p?-moment of the Collins function,

defined as

H
?(1),q
1 (z) ⌘ z

2
Z

d
2~p?

~p 2
?

2M
2
h

H
?,q
1 (z, z2~p 2

?) . (9)

5Note that in Ref. [21], Ĥ(z) ⌘ H
?(1)
1 (z).
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Integration over x for transversity, conservation of momenta in ab→cd:

RHIC data is sensitive to high-x behavior of transversity quark-gluon channel is 
dominant contribution for large xF 

function, respectively, that have been extracted from TMD processes [54, 55, 65–71]. That is, we will not consider the
piece in (15) involving the dynamical function Ĥ

=

FU
(z, z1) (via H̃(z)). We emphasize that Ĥ

=

FU
(z, z1) must be nonzero

because the authors of Ref. [25] showed that Ĥ
=

FU
(z, z1) = 0 implies H

?(1)
1 (z) = 0, and, consequently, Eq. (15) would

vanish identically. Moreover, we know from current extractions of the Collins function that H
?(1)
1 (z) , 0. Therefore,

the purpose of this computation is not to o↵er a complete analysis of AN but to use recent, TMD evolved extractions
of known (kinematical) inputs to the observable, along with a new constraint from the LIR (14), to assess how well we
are currently able to describe the data and ascertain what contribution remains from the dynamical functions. This will
help guide a future fit of these correlators, in particular Ĥ

=

FU
(z, z1) (or H̃(z)). This function was originally extracted in

Ref. [53] before the LIR (14) was derived, and, therefore, that work must be updated to include this constraint.
From Eq. (2), we are able to calculate AN as

AN =
d�Nun

d�Den

, (28)

where the numerator d�Nun and denominator d�Den are given, respectively, by

d�Num = 2PhT
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1 (z) S
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U
, (30)

where zmin = �(T + U)/S , xmin = �(U/z)/(T/z + S ), x
0 = �(xT/z)/(xS + U/z), and S

i

U
are the hard factors for

the unpolarized cross section, which can be found in, e.g., in Appendix A of Ref. [8]. In Eq. (29), the quantities
H
⇡/c,i(x, x0, z) and F a,i(x, x0, z) are given by

H
⇡/c,i(x, x0, z) =

2
666664H
?(1),⇡/c
1 (z) � z

dH
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1 (z)
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3
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, (31)

F
a,i(x, x0, z) =

2
666664 f
?(1),a
1T

(x) � x
d f
?(1),a
1T

(x)
dx

3
777775 S

i

FFT
. (32)

As mentioned above, we will ignore H̃(z) and compute the terms in Eqs. (31), (32) that involve f
?(1)
1T

(x) and
H
?(1)
1 (z), using the latest fits of those functions that incorporate TMD evolution. In particular, we employ the Sivers

function obtained in Ref. [69] and the Collins function (and transversity TMD) extracted in Ref. [71] along with the
formulae in Eqs. (7), (9). [Insert a statement here on what is done with the evolution]. We also generate an error
band for AN based on the uncertainty in these TMD functions, which especially is relevant in the large-xF region
where these functions are not well-constrained. In Fig. [FIG], we give the result of our calculation compared with
the BRAHMS charged pion and STAR neutral pion data for AN vs. xF [32, 34, 35, 38]). Notice that the Sivers-type
QS contribution is basically negligible, and the entire asymmetry is due to the fragmentation piece. This confirms
the original findings in Ref. [53]. Note also from Fig. [FIG] that using TMD evolved functions does not cause the
asymmetry to di↵er significantly from the result where the functions only undergo a DGLAP-type evolution (i.e., only
the collinear unpolarized PDF in the parameterization evolves). We also give our result for AN vs. PhT in Fig. [FIG]
compared with the STAR data from Ref. [72].

We see that, although they undershoot or overshoot AN in some places, the theoretical curves do a reasonable job
at describing the data. We are especially encouraged by these plots given that the contribution from H̃(z) still needs
to be included, which, moreover, clearly demonstrates that this function must be nonzero. Through this computation,
we now have a constraint on H̃(z) and leave a fit of this function to AN data for future work. We emphasize again that
this correlator also enters the A

sin �S

UT
asymmetry in SIDIS and e

+
e
�
! ha hb X.
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function, respectively, that have been extracted from TMD processes [54, 55, 65–71]. That is, we will not consider the
piece in (15) involving the dynamical function Ĥ

=
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(z, z1) must be nonzero

because the authors of Ref. [25] showed that Ĥ
=

FU
(z, z1) = 0 implies H
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1 (z) = 0, and, consequently, Eq. (15) would

vanish identically. Moreover, we know from current extractions of the Collins function that H
?(1)
1 (z) , 0. Therefore,

the purpose of this computation is not to o↵er a complete analysis of AN but to use recent, TMD evolved extractions
of known (kinematical) inputs to the observable, along with a new constraint from the LIR (14), to assess how well we
are currently able to describe the data and ascertain what contribution remains from the dynamical functions. This will
help guide a future fit of these correlators, in particular Ĥ

=
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(z, z1) (or H̃(z)). This function was originally extracted in

Ref. [53] before the LIR (14) was derived, and, therefore, that work must be updated to include this constraint.
From Eq. (2), we are able to calculate AN as
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, (28)

where the numerator d�Nun and denominator d�Den are given, respectively, by
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where zmin = �(T + U)/S , xmin = �(U/z)/(T/z + S ), x
0 = �(xT/z)/(xS + U/z), and S

i

U
are the hard factors for

the unpolarized cross section, which can be found in, e.g., in Appendix A of Ref. [8]. In Eq. (29), the quantities
H
⇡/c,i(x, x0, z) and F a,i(x, x0, z) are given by

H
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As mentioned above, we will ignore H̃(z) and compute the terms in Eqs. (31), (32) that involve f
?(1)
1T

(x) and
H
?(1)
1 (z), using the latest fits of those functions that incorporate TMD evolution. In particular, we employ the Sivers

function obtained in Ref. [69] and the Collins function (and transversity TMD) extracted in Ref. [71] along with the
formulae in Eqs. (7), (9). [Insert a statement here on what is done with the evolution]. We also generate an error
band for AN based on the uncertainty in these TMD functions, which especially is relevant in the large-xF region
where these functions are not well-constrained. In Fig. [FIG], we give the result of our calculation compared with
the BRAHMS charged pion and STAR neutral pion data for AN vs. xF [32, 34, 35, 38]). Notice that the Sivers-type
QS contribution is basically negligible, and the entire asymmetry is due to the fragmentation piece. This confirms
the original findings in Ref. [53]. Note also from Fig. [FIG] that using TMD evolved functions does not cause the
asymmetry to di↵er significantly from the result where the functions only undergo a DGLAP-type evolution (i.e., only
the collinear unpolarized PDF in the parameterization evolves). We also give our result for AN vs. PhT in Fig. [FIG]
compared with the STAR data from Ref. [72].

We see that, although they undershoot or overshoot AN in some places, the theoretical curves do a reasonable job
at describing the data. We are especially encouraged by these plots given that the contribution from H̃(z) still needs
to be included, which, moreover, clearly demonstrates that this function must be nonzero. Through this computation,
we now have a constraint on H̃(z) and leave a fit of this function to AN data for future work. We emphasize again that
this correlator also enters the A
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dependence
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FIG. 5. The transverse single-spin asymmetry as a function of the ⇡0 pT for three di↵erent xF ranges (a)(b)(c) for transversely
polarized proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 200 and 500 GeV. The error bars are statistical uncertainties only. A systematic

uncertainty up to 5.8% of AN for each point is smaller than the size of the markers. Theory curves based on the recent global
fit [51] are also shown.

FIG. 6. Comparison of this measurement of the transverse
single-spin asymmetry as a function of xF for inclusive ⇡0

with previous measurements from
p
s = 19.4 GeV to

p
s =

510 GeV in transversely polarized proton-proton collisions.
The error bars are statistical uncertainties only. The average
pT of the ⇡0 for each xF bin is shown in the lower panel.

B. The TSSA for isolated ⇡0

In searching for the origin of the transverse single-
spin asymmetry, one particularly interesting aspect is the
topological dependence of ⇡

0 TSSAs, meaning one di-
vides the ⇡

0 sample into sub-groups based on the event
structure. One group contains the isolated ⇡

0s, which
refers to the ⇡0s with no other surrounding photons. The
other group contains the non-isolated ⇡

0s, which are ac-

companied by other photons. In practice, the energy
fraction zem, which is the ⇡

0 energy over the jet energy,
is used to determine whether or not a ⇡

0 is isolated. Two
photons alone can be reconstructed as a jet, so a ⇡0 would
be identified as isolated when its zem is close to 1. In the
following step, one applies zem > 0.98 to select isolated
⇡
0 and zem < 0.9 for the non-isolated ones. The gap

ensures a clean separation between the two groups.

In this way, both types of ⇡0s always correlate with a
jet. Therefore, its constituent photons should be limited
within the same jet. The ⇡

0 selection and asymmetry
calculation remain the same. The jet resolution parame-
ter R = 0.7 indicates the area where the ⇡0 is considered
to be isolated.

Figure 7 shows the TSSA of these two types of ⇡0. Al-
though the asymmetries of both types increase with xF,
their magnitudes are significantly di↵erent. The asym-
metries for the isolated ⇡

0 are clearly larger than the
asymmetries for the non-isolated ⇡

0. This result suggests
there could be di↵erent mechanisms in play to explain
the large asymmetries shown in Fig. 4. The non-isolated
⇡
0s are considered to be part of a jet, which has frag-

mented from a parton, while the underlying subprocess
for the isolated ones is not yet clear. One possible ex-
planation is that a significant part of the isolated ⇡

0s
are from di↵ractive processes [52], which needs further
confirmation. The theoretical descriptions mentioned in
the introduction would mainly apply to the TSSA of the
non-isolated ⇡

0s, which usually assume all the ⇡
0s come

from parton fragmentation, for example in a recent global
analysis [51]. A recent measurement of TSSA for very
forward ⇡

0 in transversely polarized proton-proton col-
lisions by the RHICf experiment also indicates that the
di↵ractive process could give a sizable asymmetry [5].

To understand the contributions from isolated and
non-isolated ⇡

0 to the overall ⇡0 TSSA, Fig. 8 shows the
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FIG. 7. The transverse single-spin asymmetry as a function
of xF for the isolated and non-isolated ⇡0 in transversely po-
larized proton-proton collisions at

p
s = 200 and 500 GeV.

The error bars are statistical uncertainties only. A system-
atic uncertainty up to 5.8% of AN for each point is smaller
than the size of the markers. Theory curves based on a recent
global fit [51] are also shown. The average pT of the ⇡0 for
each xF bin is shown in the lower panel.

fractions of each type in the overall ⇡0 sample. It is noted
that these fractions are background corrected to ensure
the fractions represent the ⇡

0 signal only. It can be seen
that, for each data set, the isolated ⇡

0 plays an impor-
tant role in the high xF region where the asymmetry is
significantly larger. In Ref. [35], a somewhat di↵erent
isolation criterion was used, but the same conclusion was
obtained that the isolated ⇡

0 have larger TSSA than the
non-isolated ⇡

0 in p+Al and p+Au collisions in addition
to proton-proton collisions.

C. The Jet TSSA

Figure 9 shows the results of the jet TSSA as a function
of xF for both data sets. The solid symbols in the figure
represent the results that have no limitation on the pho-
ton multiplicity when reconstructing the jet, while the
open symbols represent the results that required the ob-
served photon multiplicity in the jet to be greater than
2. The asymmetries are non-zero and increase with xF,
similar to the ⇡

0 TSSA. The consistency of the 200 and
500 GeV jet asymmetries in the overlap region suggests a
weak energy dependence. However, the jet asymmetries
are much smaller than the ⇡

0 ones in Fig. 4 for the same
xF. Theoretically, the jet asymmetry is believed to be
dominated by initial-state e↵ects related with the Sivers
function.

Since a single photon or two photons can be recon-

FIG. 8. Fractions of isolated and non-isolated ⇡0 to the over-
all inclusive ⇡0 sample in the mass region 0-0.3 GeV/c2, af-
ter background subtraction. The missing fraction mainly in-
cludes the events between the isolated cuts: 0.9 < zem < 0.98.

structed as a jet, the isolated ⇡
0 sample described earlier

is part of the jet sample and therefore enhances the over-
all jet TSSA. The open symbols in Fig. 9 show the TSSA
for jets with a measured photon multiplicity greater than
2. The jet TSSAs with a minimum multiplicity require-
ment are smaller than the ones without this requirement,
while the pT at each xF of the two samples is almost
the same. The 200 GeV results are significantly larger
than zero, while the 500 GeV results are consistent with
zero within uncertainties, which may indicate a stronger
energy dependence than what was observed for the ⇡

0

TSSA.
The black crosses in Fig. 9 represent the results from

the ANDY Collaboration at RHIC [28] with trans-
versely polarized proton-proton collisions at 500 GeV.
The ANDY experiment measured jets using an electro-
magnetic and a hadronic calorimeter to reconstruct both
the electromagnetic and hadronic components of jets.
The ANDY result suggests the jet TSSA are very small
and they are close to the STAR jet TSSA result measured
at 500 GeV with the minimum multiplicity requirement.
The consistency of these two results suggests that the
TSSA for EM-jets probes the same underlying physics as
full jets.

D. The Collins asymmetry

The Collins e↵ect is defined as a non-uniform az-
imuthal distribution of a particle’s pT in the hadroniza-
tion of a transversely polarized quark [12]. By mea-
suring the Collins asymmetry of ⇡

0 within a jet, one
can directly study the fragmentation process contribu-
tion to the single-spin asymmetry at forward rapidities.
The Collins angle (�C) in Eq. (6) is defined in the same
way as in Ref. [34]. The resolution of the Collins an-
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FIG. 9. Transverse single-spin asymmetry as a function of
xF for electromagnetic jets in transversely polarized proton-
proton collisions at

p
s = 200 and 500 GeV. The error bars

are statistical uncertainties only and the systematic uncer-
tainties are negligible. The results that require more than
two photons observed inside a jet are shown as open symbols.
The previous measurements for full jets at 500 GeV reported
by the ANDY Collaboration [28] are also plotted. Theory
curves [30] for TSSA of full jets at mean rapidity hyi = 3.25
for 200 GeV (red) and hyi = 3.57 for 500 GeV (blue) are also
shown. The average pT of the jet for each xF bin is shown in
the lower panel.

gle is the major source of the asymmetry uncertainty.
If the direction of the ⇡

0 momentum is close to the jet
thrust axis, for example at high zem, the uncertainty
of the �C angle becomes large. Therefore, a �R cut,
�R =

p
((⌘⇡0 � ⌘jet)2 + (�⇡0 � �jet)2, has been applied

in the analysis to reject such events. The value of this
cut was balanced between the benefit of excluding those
events with large uncertainty and the loss of statistics
at high zem. We determined �R > 0.04 to be the best
choice, which is the same as in Ref. [34].

As mentioned in Sec. II-E.2, there is no background
subtraction for the Collins asymmetry. Nevertheless, the
influence of possible background can be studied through
the mass dependence of the asymmetry. The ⇡

0 signal
is concentrated in the mass region M�� < 0.2 GeV/c2,
whereas the background fraction changes significantly as
a function of mass from the region M�� < 0.2 GeV/c2

to the region M�� > 0.2 GeV/c2. A comparison of the
Collins results in the region of (0, 0.2 GeV/c2) and those
in the region of (0.2, 0.3 GeV/c2) did not show a clear
mass dependence in both data sets.

The jet pT is required to be larger than 2 GeV/c.
The average jet pT is 3.8 GeV/c for 500 GeV data and
3.0 GeV/c for 200 GeV data. The average jet pseudo-
rapidity is 3.1 for 500 GeV data and 3.3 for 200 GeV
data. Figure 10 shows the measured Collins asymmetries

(AUT ) originating from the final-state e↵ect, for both the
200 and 500 GeV data. Both results show very small
asymmetries within uncertainties.
The ⇡

0 momentum transverse to the jet axis, jT, can
be used to measure how close the ⇡

0 is to the jet axis.
An investigation of the dependence of the Collins asym-
metry on jT at 200 GeV is presented in Fig. 11. The
Collins asymmetries are separated into four jT bins. It
is found that the asymmetries for jT > 0.2 GeV/c show
a tendency to be negative. This jT dependence can be
used to further constrain TMD models.

FIG. 10. The Collins asymmetry for ⇡0 in an electromagnetic
jet for transversely polarized proton-proton collisions at

p
s =

200 and 500 GeV. The error bars are statistical uncertainties
only and the systematic uncertainties are negligible. Theory
curves for the Collins asymmetry of a ⇡0 in a full jet with or
without TMD evolution [31] are also shown.

FIG. 11. The jT dependence of the ⇡0 Collins asymmetry
in transversely polarized proton-proton collisions at

p
s =

200 GeV. The error bars are statistical uncertainties only and
the systematic uncertainties are negligible.

L. Gamberg, Z.-B. Kang, and A. Prokudin, Phys. Rev.
Lett. 110, 232301 (2013)
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➤ The only source of information on tensor charge of the nucleon
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The tensor charge of the nucleon is one of its fundamental charges and is important 
for BSM studies (beta decay, EDM).  Processes sensitive to TMDs can play an 

important role in these efforts (Courtoy, et al. (2015); Yamanaka, et al. (2017), Liu, 
et al. (2018),…).  Lattice QCD has also calculated the tensor charges with great 
precision (Gupta, et al. (2018); Hasan, et al. (2019), Alexandrou, et. (2019),…).

TMDs

BSM Lattice

Tensor 
charge

8

➤ Tensor couplings, not present in the SM Lagrangian, could be the footprints 
of new physics at higher scales

β-decays and BSM physics

Ten effective couplings

E << Λ

1/Λ2  GF ~ g2Vij/Mw2 ~1/v2

• In the SM,  W exchange (V-A, universality)

εT gT ≈ MW2 / MBSM2

Bhattacharya et al, PRD 85 (12)
Pattie et al., P.R. C88 (13)

➤ Tensor charge is extensively studied on the lattice Gupta et al, (18), Alexandrou et al., (19)
Anselmino, et al. (2013, 
2015); Goldstein, et al. 
(2014); Radici, et al. (2013, 
2018); Kang, et al. (2016); 
Benel, et al. (2019); 
D’Alesio, et al. (2020); 
Cammarota, et al. (2020)

Courtoy, et al. (2015); 
Yamanaka, et al. 
(2017); Liu, et al. 
(2018); Gonzalez-
Alonso, et al. (2019)

Gupta, et al. (2018); 
Yamanaka, et al. 
(2018); Hasan, et al. 
(2019); Alexandrou, et 
al. (2019)
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Isovector tensor charge gT = 𝜹u-𝜹d
gT = 0.87   0.11 compatible with lattice results 

    𝜹u and 𝜹d Q2=4 GeV2

   𝜹u= 0.72     0.19

   𝜹d= -0.15    0.16

Tensor charge  from up and down quarks
 is constrained and compatible with lattice 
 results 

±

±
±

Cammarota, Gamberg, Kang, Miller, Pitonyak, Prokudin, Rogers, Sato Phys.Rev.D 102 (2020) 5, 05400 (2020)

We now perform our simultaneous QCD global analysis
of the SSA data summarized in Table I. The standard cuts
of 0.2 < z < 0.6; Q2 > 1.63 GeV2, and 0.2 < PhT <
0.9 GeV have been applied to all SIDIS datasets [97],
and PhT > 1 GeV has been applied to all A!

N datasets
[83,84], giving us a total of 517 SSA data points in the fit

along with 807 HERMES multiplicity [116] data points.
The extracted functions [118] and their comparison to other
groups are shown in Fig. 2. We obtain a good agreement
between theory and experiment, as one sees in Figs. 3–5.
Specifically, we find !"2=Npts:"SSA # 520=517 # 1.01 for
SSA data alone, and "2=Npts: # 1373=1324 # 1.04 for all
data, including HERMES multiplicities.
Figure 6 displays our extracted tensor charges of the

nucleon. The individual flavor charges #q! R
1
0 dx$h

q
1!x" !

hq̄1!x"% are shown along with the isovector combination
gT ! #u ! #d. We compare our results to those from lattice
QCD computations at the physical point [121–123], other
phenomenological extractions [82,95,115,119,120,124,125],
and a calculation using Dyson-Schwinger equations [126].
From Fig. 6, the strong impact of including more SSA
datasets is clear, highlighting the importance of carrying
out a simultaneous extraction of partonic functions in
a global analysis. In going from SIDIS ! !SIDIS& SIA" !
GLOBAL (where GLOBAL in particular includes A!

N), we
find gT # 1.4!6" ! 0.87!25" ! 0.87!11". This is the most
precise phenomenological determination of gT to date. All of
the inferred tensor charges (#u, #d, and gT) are in excellent
agreement with lattice QCD data. As can be seen from Fig. 6,
includingA!

N is crucial to achieve the agreement between our
results #u # 0.72!19"; #d # !0.15!16" and those from lat-
tice QCD.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have performed the first simultaneous
QCD global analysis of the available SSA data in SIDIS,
DY, e&e! annihilation, and proton-proton collisions. The
predictive power exhibited by the results of the combined
analysis indicates SSAs have a common origin. Namely,
they are due to the intrinsic quantum-mechanical interfer-
ence from multiparton states. Our findings imply that the
effects are predominantly nonperturbative and intrinsic to
hadronic wave functions. Also, the extracted up and down
quark tensor charges are in excellent agreement with
lattice QCD.

FIG. 4. Theory compared to experiment for ACol=Siv
SIDIS .

FIG. 5. Theory compared to experiment for A!
N and ASiv

DY.

FIG. 6. The tensor charges #u, #d, and gT . Our (JAM20) results
at Q2 # 4 GeV2 along with others from phenomenology (black),
lattice QCD (purple), and Dyson-Schwinger (cyan).

ORIGIN OF SINGLE TRANSVERSE-SPIN ASYMMETRIES IN … PHYS. REV. D 102, 054002 (2020)
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Predictions vs the data:

J. Adam et al, STAR Collab., Phys.Rev.D 103 (2021) 9, 092009

➤  in Jet AUT is generated by transversity 
and Collins FF

➤ The data will constraint large-z behavior 
of Collins FF 

π0

Z.-B. Kang, A. Prokudin, F. Ringer, and F. Yuan,
Phys. Lett. B 774, 635 (2017)
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FIG. 9. Transverse single-spin asymmetry as a function of
xF for electromagnetic jets in transversely polarized proton-
proton collisions at

p
s = 200 and 500 GeV. The error bars

are statistical uncertainties only and the systematic uncer-
tainties are negligible. The results that require more than
two photons observed inside a jet are shown as open symbols.
The previous measurements for full jets at 500 GeV reported
by the ANDY Collaboration [28] are also plotted. Theory
curves [30] for TSSA of full jets at mean rapidity hyi = 3.25
for 200 GeV (red) and hyi = 3.57 for 500 GeV (blue) are also
shown. The average pT of the jet for each xF bin is shown in
the lower panel.

gle is the major source of the asymmetry uncertainty.
If the direction of the ⇡

0 momentum is close to the jet
thrust axis, for example at high zem, the uncertainty
of the �C angle becomes large. Therefore, a �R cut,
�R =

p
((⌘⇡0 � ⌘jet)2 + (�⇡0 � �jet)2, has been applied

in the analysis to reject such events. The value of this
cut was balanced between the benefit of excluding those
events with large uncertainty and the loss of statistics
at high zem. We determined �R > 0.04 to be the best
choice, which is the same as in Ref. [34].

As mentioned in Sec. II-E.2, there is no background
subtraction for the Collins asymmetry. Nevertheless, the
influence of possible background can be studied through
the mass dependence of the asymmetry. The ⇡

0 signal
is concentrated in the mass region M�� < 0.2 GeV/c2,
whereas the background fraction changes significantly as
a function of mass from the region M�� < 0.2 GeV/c2

to the region M�� > 0.2 GeV/c2. A comparison of the
Collins results in the region of (0, 0.2 GeV/c2) and those
in the region of (0.2, 0.3 GeV/c2) did not show a clear
mass dependence in both data sets.

The jet pT is required to be larger than 2 GeV/c.
The average jet pT is 3.8 GeV/c for 500 GeV data and
3.0 GeV/c for 200 GeV data. The average jet pseudo-
rapidity is 3.1 for 500 GeV data and 3.3 for 200 GeV
data. Figure 10 shows the measured Collins asymmetries

(AUT ) originating from the final-state e↵ect, for both the
200 and 500 GeV data. Both results show very small
asymmetries within uncertainties.
The ⇡

0 momentum transverse to the jet axis, jT, can
be used to measure how close the ⇡

0 is to the jet axis.
An investigation of the dependence of the Collins asym-
metry on jT at 200 GeV is presented in Fig. 11. The
Collins asymmetries are separated into four jT bins. It
is found that the asymmetries for jT > 0.2 GeV/c show
a tendency to be negative. This jT dependence can be
used to further constrain TMD models.

FIG. 10. The Collins asymmetry for ⇡0 in an electromagnetic
jet for transversely polarized proton-proton collisions at

p
s =

200 and 500 GeV. The error bars are statistical uncertainties
only and the systematic uncertainties are negligible. Theory
curves for the Collins asymmetry of a ⇡0 in a full jet with or
without TMD evolution [31] are also shown.

FIG. 11. The jT dependence of the ⇡0 Collins asymmetry
in transversely polarized proton-proton collisions at

p
s =

200 GeV. The error bars are statistical uncertainties only and
the systematic uncertainties are negligible.
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RHIC and EIC play a transformative role in our 
understanding of the (spin) structure of the nucleon.
There is still potential and need for more data from RHIC 
before EIC construction begins
The EIC will become the leading nuclear physics facility 
and both experimental and theoretical communities are 
working hard towards realization of its potential to the 
fullest
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